INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: RACHEL NEULSON
Affiliation: Victim Advocate
Phone Number: 217-444-7679
Prepared by: 
Date: 
Time: 

NARRATIVE: CHS student PAMELA KARAKUS was in study room at CHS. Has information as to more than the incident.

Narrative reviewed by: 
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date 

Assigned to: GLENN MOORE - S0100180 Date: 05/20/99
LEAD: Interview PAMELA KARAKUS

DISPOSITION: DUPLICATE LEAD TO #DN3225 WHERE INVESTIGATOR EATON CONDUCTED COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEW OF PAMELA KARAKUS ON MAY 13, 1999 AT 11:30 HOURS. THIS REPORT NOTED KARAKUS BELIEF THAT THERE MUST HAVE BEEN AT LEAST THREE GUMMO BASE ON THE LOCATION OF CONSISTENCY.

INTERROGATOR VICTIM ADVOCATE COORDINATOR KAREN JOYCE-MCMAHON

I AM SORRY THERE WAS NO NEW INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM KARAKUS AND THAT THIS IS DUPLICATE LEAD INFORMATION.

Lead Completed: 05/20/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: TRAVER, SA
Affiliation: ATF

Phone Number: Information Received Date: 05/12/1999 Time: 2:00 PM
Prepared by: TRAVER, MATT

Event Narrative: CHECK SOURCES FOR HOBBY FUSE AND ESTES HOBBY ROCKET COMPONENTS.

Events:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BOMBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3667
Lead: CHECK SOURCES FOR COMPARISONS (HOBBY FUSE AND HOBBY ROCKET COMPONENTS).

Assigned To: TRAVER, MATT  Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 3:20 PM

Disposition: COMPLETED. SOURCE LISTS AND REPORTS ATTACHED. LISTING OF COLO COMPANIES DEALING WITH ESTER ROCKET COMPONENTS AND FUSE DISTRIBUTORS.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? Date: 05/20/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  5X TREVOR
Affiliation:  AT
Phone Number:  
Prepared by:  5X TREVOR

NARRATIVE:  Clark found for nothing here = Estes rocket rocket

Narrative reviewed by:  LUCIANO

Categories

BOM

Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to:  

LEAD:  Clark found rocket components (11/8), Eves & Bob, rocks

DISPOSITION:  Clark found rocket components (11/8) + Estes rocket components and fuel distributors

JC-001-022702

Lead Completed:

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
ATTACHED IS THE INVESTIGATION FROM KBI IN REFERENCE TO A STUDENT, WHO CLAIMS TO HAVE KNOWN HARRIS AND KLEBOLD, AND MADE STATEMENT THAT HE HELPED PLAN THE ATTACK AT CHS. IS A FORMER STUDENT IN PUEBLO, COLORADO.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: OUT-OF-STATE INFORMATIO THREATS

Lead: FORWARD LEAD/INFO TO THREATS TEAM FOR REVIEW AND DETERMINE FOLLOW UP IF NEEDED. CONTACT SA WHO INTERVIEWED FOR DISPOSITION.

Disposition: ON 5-19-99 I CONTACTED KBI FOR DISPOSITION OF THEIR CASE. I RECEIVED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE INTERVIEW CONDUCTED BY AGENT TERRY MORGAN. I ALSO SPOKE WITH AGENT MORGAN ON 5-24-99. INVESTIGATION DESPOSITION DETERMINED NO CONNECTION WITH COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL. THE SUBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATION, WAS ATTEMPTING TO IMPRESS OTHER STUDENTS AT HIS HIGH SCHOOL IN KANSAS.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 05/28/1999

Lead Control Number: DN3668

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 31668

SOURCE: Frank Vangelder
Affiliation: CST
Phone Number: 734-4211

Prepared by: 
Date: 5/9/91 Time: 4:51

Narrative reviewed by: 
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time:

Assigned to: Date: 5/9/91

LEAD: Parenthood

DISPOSITION: ON 5-19-91 I CONTACTED KBE FOR DISPOSITION OF THEIR CASE. I RECEIVED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE EVIDENCE COLLECTED BY TPSERT DEPP MCARON. I ALSO SPOKE WITH AFR NAPOLI ON 5-24-91 INVESTIGATION DISCERNED DETERMINED NO CONNECTION WITH OLIDWINE HIGH SCHOOL. THE SUBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATION WAS ATTEMPTING TO ADDRESS OTHER STUDENTS AT HIGH SCHOOL IN KANSAS.

Lead Completed:

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022704 Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: GILLETTE, BRITNEY
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 620-4757

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 12:30 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Control Number: DN3669

Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation ☐ Written

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: BRITNEY GILLETTE INDICATES THAT SHE WAS ON THE STAIR LANDING AND SAW A MALE COME THROUGH THE CAFETERIA DOOR RANDOMLY SHOOTING. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WITNESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3669

Lead: HAVE HER INDICATE ON A DIAGRAM THE DOOR THE SHOOTER CAME IN. OBTAIN A COMPLETE PHYSICAL CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW HER A LINE UP.

Assigned To: ATANASIO, RUSS
Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 4:00 PM

Disposition: BRITNEY GILLETTE SHOWN PHOTO LINE UP POSITIVELEY IDENTIFIED DYLAN KLEBOLD AS THE GUNMEN THAT ENTERED THE CAFETERIA.

Lead Reviewed by: KE

Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3469

SOURCE: [illegible]
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 620-7757, 978-5353

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Harshill (FD)

Date: 5/18/99, Time: 12:30

NARRATIVE: Source indicates that she was on the stair landing and saw a male court through the cafeteria door, casually shooting. See attached report.

Narrative reviewed by: [illegible]

Categories: INT, SUS

Assigned to: Russ Atkinson - FQZ

LEAD: Have her indicate on a diagram the clear where the shooter came in. Obtain a complete physical description. Show her a lineup. Show photo lineup.

DISPOSITION: Brittany Gillette positively identified Dylan Klebold as the guy gunmen that entered the cafeteria.

Lead Completed: [illegible]

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
Randy Graves said a friend of his (Eric Carline) lives on the same street. Carline has heard target practice going on near his home on 04-19-99. Carline contacted a vehicle and described it. Carline has a license # and subject description.

Event Reviewed by: SL

Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3670

Lead: Interview Eric Carline (HM) 973-2584, (PGR) 1-888-308-4172. 9208 S Bighorn Dr., LTN 80127

Disposition:
Interviewed Eric Carline on 05/24/1555. Eric said that on 041599/1700, he heard gunshots coming from below a hill behind his home. Eric yelled at the shooter(s) to "knock it off", but the shooting continued. Eric then called JCSO to report the gunshots. Eric said on 042099, during the evening, he noticed police/news media in his neighborhood. Aware of the Columbine shootings, he called JCSO on 042199 to report gunshots on 0416 and possible link to Columbine shootings. On 042699/1920, Eric saw a suspicious yellow pickup truck, Colo. Plate 20395Y5, and with subject in the area of where shooting occurred on 0416. Subject appeared to be looking for something in bushes.

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3670

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 05/18/99
Time: 16:20

Prepared by: [Signature]

NARRATIVE:

Randy Graves said a friend of his (Eric Karline) lives in the area. In the evening on 4/19/99, Karline called a vehicle and told the person that a location, Karline had been at, was under surveillance.

[Signature]

Lead Set? (YN): YES

Categories

- J/K
- WEA
- [Other categories]

Assigned to: [Signature]

LEAD: Interview Eric Karline. (Mn) 973-2584
(Ph) 1-888-368-9722
9208 S. Bighorn Dr.
LTN 80127

Disposition:

Chrysanthemums: Interviewed Eric Karline on 05/24/95. Eric said that on 04/19/99, he heard gunshots coming from behind a hill behind his home. Eric yelled at the shooter to “knock it off,” but the shooting continued. Eric then called Joss to report the gunshots. Eric said that on 04/20/99, during the evening, he noticed police/national media in his neighborhood. Aware of the Columbine shootings, Eric realized 04/19/99 was the date of the columbine shootings. On 04/16/99, Eric saw a suspicious yellow pickup truck. (Plt)....

Lead Completed: 2039575, and subject in area of interest shooting occurred on 04/16. Subject attempted to be looking for something in bushes. Yellow: Rapid Start

[Signature] Pink: Lead

Report Attached
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed? Date: 05/28/1999

Control Number: DN3671
Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 1:55 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ANDREW CONANT IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST

---

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN3671

Lead:
LOCATE & INTERVIEW ANDREW CONANT, DOB 07-29-82, 8251 S TELLER WAY, 979-9550, MOTHER, JANE, 979-9550, PAUL, 989-8160

---

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 2:38 PM
Disposition: ANDREW CONANT WALKED THROUGH THE CAFETERIA ON HIS WAY TO HIS CAR IN THE SENIOR LOT. HE LEFT THE SCHOOL FOR LUNCH. HE DID NOT HAVE ANY INFORMATION ON THE SHOOTING.

---

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/11/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3672

SOURCE: Stephanie Duffy
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 980-1170

Prepared by: Sgt Calvin Hornhill (FD)

NARRATIVE: Service indicates that the saw a glint of cold in the eye of the suspect. See attached report.

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

TN:      STN:    WET:    DS:    

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: John L Eck - JCOA Date: 5/19/99

LEAD: Obtained complete physical, clothing and weapon description. Show her a picture.

DISPOSITION: Reinterviewed Stephanie Duffy. She provided no further physical details of the person. She said the red shirt may have had some kind of design on it. The weapon was black or dark gray.

JC-001-022710

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: DUFFY, STEPHANIE
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 980-1470  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 12:45 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: STEPHANIE DUFFY INDICATES THAT SHE SAW A SHOOTER OUTSIDE THE CAFETERIA. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

Event Date:  Event Time: References:  DN1493
Categories: CAFETERIA  INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS
SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL   Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3672

Lead: OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW HER A LINE UP.

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN  Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 4:07 PM
Disposition: REINTERVIEWED STEPHANIE DUFFY. SHE PROVIDED NO FURTHER PHYSICAL DETAILS OF THE PERSON. SHE SAID THE RED SHIRT MAY HAVE HAD SOME KIND OF DESIGN ON IT. THE WEAPON WAS BLACK OR DARK GRAY. REF #1493 FOR ORIGINAL INTERVIEW.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/03/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CE: 5T. Calvio Hmbl

Affiliation: FPD

Phone Number: 746-7697

Prepared by: Samr

Date: 5/5/94
Time: 1355

CONTROL NUMBER: 3671

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE: Andrew Consort is on the "A" lunch list.

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories:

INT

STU

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to:

Linnie

Locate and Interview Andrew Consort

LEAD:

07 29 82 9351 5 T148

979 9550

7779 7550

F: 735 9414

DISPOSITION: Andrew walked through the cafeteria on his way to his car in the student lot. He left the school for lunch. He did not have any information on the shooting.

Lead Completed: 32060399
Off Campus

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-022712

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ABRAMS, DANIEL
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 933-6746  Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 12:50 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Method of Contact
- In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
- Observation  ☐ Written

(I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: SOURCE INDICATES THAT HE SAW A MALE PARTY WITH A GUN, POSSIBLY KLEBOLD. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

Event Date:  Event Time: References:
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3673

Lead:
- OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION.
- SHOW PHOTO LINE UP.

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 2:36 PM

Disposition: REINTERVIEWED DANIEL ABRAMS. ONLY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,
- APPROXIMATELY 6' TALL, LIGHT BROWN HAIR, MAY HAVE BEEN WEARING
- BLACK PANTS. HE DID NOT GET A GOOD LOOK AT THE PERSON'S FACE. IN
- HIS MIND, THE HAIR AND HIS SEEING PHOTOS OF DYLAN LED HIM TO
- BELIEVE THAT THIS PERSON WAS DYLAN KLEBOLD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✅ Date: 06/03/1999

JC-001-022713

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 3673

SOURCE*: Daniel Abrams
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 933-67016

Prepared by: Set Calvin Heffel II (NPD)
Date*: 5/19/97 Time*: 12:50

NARRATIVE*: Source indicates that he saw a male party, with a gun possibly Kirbo or Sue. Attached report.

Narrative reviewed by: L. Jacob continued

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT SIT WIT SUS

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Lacek - JCPD Date: 5/19/99

LEAD: Obtain complete physical clothing and weapon description, show photo lineup.

DISPOSITION: Reinterviewed Daniel Abrams, only additional information approximately 6' tall, light brown hair may have been wearing black pants. He did not get a good look at the person's face to his mind, the hair and his seeing photos of Dylan led him to believe that this person was Dylan Kirbo.

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-022714
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY    Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: PALMETER, DANIEL
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 797-9659    Information Received Date: 05/18/1999    Time: 1:00 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

I&I/ DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DANIEL PALMETER SAW A PARTY SHOOT A STUDENT NEAR THE OUTSIDE STAIRS. SEE ATTACHED STATEMENT.

---

Event Date:        Event Time:        References:
Categories:        INTERVIEW                STUDENT - CHS
CAFETERIA
SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER        WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL    Lead Required? YES

---

Lead: OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW PHOTO LINE UP.

--

Assigned To: ATANASIO, RUSS    Date: 05/18/1999    Time: 4:15 PM

Disposition: RECONTACTED DANIEL PALMETER, HE STATED THAT HE COULD NOT ID FACE BY PHOTO BECAUSE OF SKI MASK. HE DID PREVIOUSLY PROVIDE A PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF CLOTHING, WEAPON AND STATURE OF GUNMEN.

---

Lead Reviewed by: KE    Lead Completed? ✔    Date: 06/22/1999

---

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM    UNCLASSIFIED    Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 96-74

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: 607-6657

Prepared by: [Redacted] (Odd)
Date: 5/15/94
Time: 12:00

NARRATIVE: [Redacted]

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories
Stu [Redacted] Witt

Assigned to: [Redacted] (Odd)
Date: 5/15/94

LEAD: [Redacted]

DISPOSITION: INSTUCTED TO DISCONTINUE ALL PHOTOS LINEUPS UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. RECONTACTED, STATED THAT HE COULD NOT ID FACE BY PHOTO BECAUSE OF SHOE MASK. HE DID PREVIOUSLY PROVIDE A PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF CLOTHING, WEAPON AND STANCE OF GUNMAN.

Lead Completed: [Redacted]

JC-001-022716

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: OWENS, JONATHAN
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 932-2738
Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 1:00 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: JONATHAN OWENS INDICATES THAT HE SAW A GUNMAN WITH A SAWED-OFF SHOTGUN. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

Event Date:          Event Time    References
Categories: INFORMATION STUDENT - CHS SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3675

Lead:

OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW A PHOTO LINE UP.
DOB/06-10-82, JONATHAN OWENS, 5409 W. HINSDALE AVE., LITTLETON, CO 80128, 932-2738. MOM: MARY ANN: 843-7849, PAGER: 634-9679

Assigned To: ATANASIO, RUSS
Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 4:17 PM

Disposition:

JOHNATHAN OWENS SHOWN PHOTO LINE-UP. POSITIVELY ID'D DYLAN KLEBOLD AS SHOOTER AT BASE OF STEPS OUTSIDE OF CAFETERIA. ALSO POSITIVELY ID'D BRIAN SARGENT AS DRIVER OF CAR IN WHICH HE GOT A RIDE AFTER THE SHOOTING.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed?  Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Cyril Nichols
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 797-7754

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Hemphill (FPM)

Date: 5/18/97 Time: 13:10

NARRATIVE: Source was eyewitness and observed two suspects. See attached report.

Narrative reviewed by: LACIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

- ENT
- STU
- CS
- SUS

- Time Value: (Circle text to be entered)
  - Assigned to: Rich Renko - JS 89
  - Date: 5/19/97

LEAD: Obtain complete physical, clothing, weapon description, show photo lineup.

- Contacted Dad - will call shirt 5/14/97 1330
- Call back at 1830 5/20/99
- Contacted/call back after June 6th
  - Attempt contact 6-9-99 1500
  - 11 6-15-99 1500

DISPOSITION: JC-001-022718

DUPLICATE LEAD TO 1345

Lead Completed: 8-083099

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: NICHOLS, CYNTHIA
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 797-7754
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: CYNTHIA NICHOLS WAS OUTSIDE AND OBSERVED TWO SUSPECTS.

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:10 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:  Event Time: References: DN#1345
Categories: INTERVIEW  OUTSIDE  SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW PHOTO LINE UP.

Assigned To: REKER, RICK  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 2:45 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD TO DN#1345.

Lead Reviewed by: KAB  Lead Completed? ☑  Date: 08/03/1999

Control Number: DN3676
Method of Contact
- In Person
- Telephone/Radio
- Observation
- Written

Lead Control Number: DN3676

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
**INFORMATION CONTROL**

**SOURCE**: Johnathan Owens  
**Affiliation**:  
**Phone Number**: 932-2738  
**Prepared by**: Sr. Calvin Hembn  
**Date**: 5/15/94  
**Time**: 1:00  
**Narrative**: Service indicates that he saw a gun man with a sawed off shotgun. See attached report.

**Categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INT</th>
<th>STU</th>
<th>SUS</th>
<th>WST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Lead Set? (Y/N)**: Y

**Assigned to**: Akanovic  
**LEAD**: Obtain complete physical, clothing and weapon description! Show a photo lineup.

**DISPOSITION**: Johnathan Owens shown photo lineup. Positively 10'00'0 Oylandстрелов as shown at base of steps outside of carpentry. Also positively 10'00'0 Brian Sangen as driver of car in which he got a ride after the shooting.

**Lead Completed**:  
**White - Original**  
**Yellow - Rapid Start**  
**Pink - Lead**

---

**Method of Contact**:  
- In Person  
- Telephone  
- Observation  
- Written

---

**Continued**
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: EAGLE, DAVID
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 932-8122
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: SOURCE SAW AN UNKNOWN SHOOTER. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

Event Date:           Event Time:           References:
Categories:           INTERVIEW           SCIENCE

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3677

Lead:

OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION FROM THE SOURCE, SHOW A LINE UP TO THE SOURCE. LEFT MESSAGE 5-19-99 1330, 5-21-99, 1400, FRI

Assigned To: REKER, RICK Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 2:45 PM

Disposition: DAVID EAGLE IN SCIENCE ROOM. SAW SHOOTER THROUGH DOOR GLASS WITH SHOTGUN ON SHOULDER, BLACK T-SHIRT & BLACK HAIR WITH BLONDE STREAKS & SHAVED ON SIDES. VERY LONG FACE. EAGLE SAID A POSSIBLE ID ON PHOTO LINEUP IS #6.

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? Date: 06/08/1999

JC-001-022721

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3167

SOURCE: David East
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 932-8122

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Harrell (DPD)
Date: 5/14/97 Time: 11:15

NARRATIVE: Source saw an unknown subject.
See attached report.

Categories

[continued]

LEAD:
Obtain complete physical description and weapon description from the source.
Show a lineup to the source.

LEAD MESSAGE 5/9/97 13:00
1400 Fri 5-21-99

DISPOSITION:
BAGLE IN SCIENCE ROOM - SAW SHOOTER THROUGH DOOR GRILL WITH SHOTGUN ON SHOULDERS - OIL T-SHIRT AND BLACK HANK WITH BLONDE STRANDS AND SHAVED ON SIDES - VERY LONE FACE - BAGLE SAID A POSSIBLE ID ON PHOTO LINE-UP IS J6 - FILLER

JC-001-022722

Lead Completed: SC DB 04/97

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: JAY GALLENTINE WAS IN THE CAFETERIA. HE IS A JANITOR.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3678

Lead: CALL JAY GALLENTINE (805-8230) AND SEE IF HE SAW ANYONE IN THE CAFETERIA ON 04-20-99 WITH A BERET ON. IF SO, GET A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION. IF HE DID, SHOW HIM A PHOTO LINE UP.

Assigned To: REKER, RICK Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 2:42 PM
Dispose: JAY GALLENTINE INTERVIEWED ON DN 1753 & DN 2439

Lead Reviewed by: KAB Lead Completed? Date: 07/27/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Kemp; II
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 227-260-7328

Prepared by: Space

NARRATIVE: Jay Callentine was in the cafeteria. He is a janitor.

Narrative reviewed by: Space

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Assigned to: Frank Vansek - USB

LEAD: Call Jay Callentine (805-9230) and see if he saw anyone in the cafeteria on 4/20/99 with a baret on. If so get a complete description. See attached report. If he did show him a photo lineup.

DISPOSITION: Callintine interviewed on DW 1753 and DW 2439

JCD-001-022724

Lead Completed: KAB

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: PAAVILAINEN, RENEE
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 532-0045
Prepared by: WRIGHT, RICK

Event Narrative: RENEE PAAVILAINEN'S MOTHER OVERSAW AFTER PROM

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 12:00 PM
I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW PARENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW KATHY PAAVILAINEN REGARDING AFTER PROM, DUPLICATE LEAD TO DN1929.

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 4:29 PM

Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD SEE 1929. PAAVILAINEN ORGANIZED AFTER PROM. DURING AFTER PROM THERE WERE PARENTS AT THE EXITS & THEY CONTROLLED WHERE THE STUDENTS WENT. PAAVILAINEN DID FIND THE WEIGHT ROOM DOOR PROPPED OPEN. PAAVILAINEN THOUGHT THAT STUDENTS COULD HAVE ENTERED THE BUILDING WHILE SHE WAS SETTING UP OR CLEANING UP AFTER PROM & NOT BE SEEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed?  Date: 05/19/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: PAAVILAINEN, RENEE
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 932-0045
Prepared by: WRIGHT RICK
(First Name) (Last Name)
Event Narrative: RENEE PAAVILAINEN'S MOTHER OVERSAW AFTER PROM.

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 12:00 PM

Method of Contact

| In Person | Telephone |
| Observation | Written |

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
Categories: INTERVIEW PARENT - CHS
Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

References: DN1929

Lead Control Number: DN3679

Lead: INTERVIEW KATHY PAAVILAINEN REGARDING AFTER PROM, DUPLICATE LEAD TO DN1929.

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD SEE 1929.

Paavilainen organized After Prom. During After Prom, there were parent at the exits and they controlled where the students went. Paavilainen did find the weight room door propped open. Paavilainen thought that student could have entered the building while she was setting up or cleaning up After Prom and not be seen.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/19/1999

Printed on 6/1/99 at 1:41 PM

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BARIBEAU, MARY
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-6478
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: MARY BARIBEAU INDICATES THAT SHE SAW AN UNKNOWN SHOOTER OUTSIDE THE CAFETERIA.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW THIS PARTY A LINE UP. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

Assigned To: SARNACKI, KARLA Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 2:43 PM
Disposition: 05-23-99 MARY DESCRIBED SHOOTER AS W/M, 18-19 YO, SLENDER BUILD, LONG BLACK COAT, DID NOT HAVE MASK ON, HOLDING A SMALLER TYPE WEAPON, LOOKED AT THE PHOTO DISPLAYS, POSSIBLE ID.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 06/04/1999

Control Number: DN3680
Method of Contact
○ In Person ☐ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

I&I/DENVER PD (Component/Agency)

Lead Control Number: DN3680

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3680

Method of Contact:

- In Person
- Telephone X
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/19/99
Time: 10:50

Prepared by: Sgt Calvin Hayfill (FRD)

NARRATIVE: Source indicates that he saw an unknown male inside the Cadet

Categories:

INT
STU
LST
SUB

Time Value: [ ]

Assigned to: [ ]

LEAD: Obtain complete physical clothing and

DISPOSITION: 05.23.99: Man described shooter as w/m, 18-19 yr., slender build, long black coat, did not have a mask on, holding a smaller type weapon, looked at the

Lead Completed: [Signature]

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Lead - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: GREGORY BEAVER IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 10:26 AM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3681

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW GREGORY BEAVER, DOB/05-28-84, 8111 W.
WALKER DR., LITTLETON, CO 80123, 948-7632. MOM: DEBRA DORSEY 778-
7776

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 2:27 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED GREGORY "SCOTT" BEAVER. HE WAS IN THE CAFETERIA
BRIEFLY, THEN WENT OUTSIDE FOR LUNCH ON SOUTH SIDE, HE WAS WITH
JACK GREGORY. HE HEARD LOUD BOOMS AND HE AND HIS FRIEND RAN TO
LEAWOOD PARK.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/10/1999

Lead Control Number: DN3681

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3681

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Hemphill
Affiliation: IPD
Phone Number: 99-760-7597

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Hemphill (IPD)
Date: 5/18/99 Time: 10:25

NARRATIVE: Gregory Beaver is on the A lunch list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

assigned to: John Lauck - JCOA

LEAD: Locate & Interview Gregory Beaver

DON, 6/28/94

Skill W. Walker 01
L. Titton, TN. 80123

Mom - Deed Deputy 775-7776
948-7632

DISPOSITION: Interviewed Gregory "Gregg" Beaver. He was in the
Cafeteria briefly, then went outside for lunch on South Side.
He was with Jack Gregory. He heard loud sounds and
He and his friend Ray at Kenwood Park.

JC-001-022730

Lead Completed: 060399
White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 10:25 AM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: JOHN BATCHELDER IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAFETERIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3682

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JOHN BATCHELDER, DOB/02-11-81, 5546 W. HINSDALE PL, LITTLETON, CO 80126, 979-7818.

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 2:02 PM

Disposition: JOHN BATCHELDER WAS IN THE SCIENCE ROOM DURING 'A' LUNCH. HE WALKED THROUGH THE CAFETERIA DURING THE EARLIER PART OF THE MORNING BUT DID NOT SEE ANYTHING. FORWARD THIS INTERVIEW TO THE SCIENCE TEAM.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/11/1999

JC-001-022731

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3692

Method of Contact:

In Person

Telephone

Observation

Written

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Hemphill

Affiliation: DPD

Phone Number: 999-760-4599

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Hemphill (DPD)

Date: 5/18/95 Time: 10:25

NARRATIVE:

John Batchelder is on the A lunch list.

This was a thru transfer from Denver A lunch.

Lead Set? (Y/N): /  

Lead Reviewed by: LUCIANO

Categories

INT  Stu  CAF

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)

Date  Time

Assigned to: Lonnie Locie - JCSO

Date: 5/19/1995 12:42 P.M.

LEAD:

Locate & Interview John Batchelder

DOB 2/11/81 5546 W. Hinsdale Pl.

LITTLETON, CO  80128

# 979-7818

Lead Completed: SCIENCE

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

DISPOSITION: I saw John for the second time today during a lunch. He walked through the seconds line at the trailer park on the northwest, and did not say anything concerning the situation in the trailer park.

JC-001-022732

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599 Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 10:25 AM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DENISE BARRETT IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? NO

Lead Control Number: DN3683
Lead:
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW DENISE BARRETT. DUPLICATE LEAD #3661.

Assigned To: SARNACKI, KARLA Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 2:39 PM

Disposition: 5/25/99; SPOKE TO DENISE BARRETT ON THE PHONE. SHE DROVE TO
SCHOOL ON 4/20/99, PARKED IN SPACE #17 IN SENIOR LOT, LEFT SCHOOL
10:20 AM SINCE SHE HAS 4TH HOUR OFF, RETURNED 11:05 AM, PARKED IN
SENIOR LOT, DIDN'T SEE ANYTHING, LEFT SCHOOL AGAIN AFTER 4TH
HOUR WITH MIKE KROLL. AFTER EATING LUNCH THEY TRIED TO RETURN
TO THE SCHOOL BUT WERE STOPPED BY THE POLICE BARRICADE.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 06/03/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 9683

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Wemple
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 292-760-3599
Prepared by: Same

Date: 5/19/99 Time: 1:02 PM

NARRATIVE:
Denise Barrett is on the A lunch list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): N

Categories: INT STU CAF

Assigned to: Karla Garza

LEAD: Interview Denise Barrett, 05-19-99
929-07/12
10:40 AM
5424 S. Dota Ct.

Mom - Lila

Dad - Dennis 235-1360

DISPOSITION: 05-23-99 Spoke to Dennis on the phone, she drove to school at 4:30-99, went to space #17 in senior lot, left school 10:30am since she has 4th hr. off, returned 1:53pm, parked in senior lot, didn't see anything, left school again after 4th hr. with Mike Taylor after anti band, they tried to return to the school but were stopped by the police baracades.

Lead Completed: 5/20/99

Off Campus

Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022734

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 10:25 AM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: GREGORY BARNES IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date:  Event Time: References  DN2857
Categories: CAFETERIA  INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3684

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW GREGORY BARNES. DUP LEAD #2857-ASSIGNED TO JIM BURKHALTER.

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 2:40 PM
Disposition: DUP LEAD SEE 2857

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/21/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3684

SOURCE: Set Calvin Homfield
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 317-760-7599

Prepared by: Sem P
Date: 10/15/95 Time: 10:25

NARRATIVE: Gregory Barnes is on the A lunch list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): N
continued

Categories

ITP  SIT  CAF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date (Lock) Time

Assigned to: [Redacted]
LEAD: Locate and interview Gregory Barnes.

Disp Prod #2857 Assigned to John Davis:
9127 W. Cross Dr. #3-10
979-2010

DISPOSITION:

continued

DUP: CAP-2 LEAD

Lead Completed: 10/06/99
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599 Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 10:30 AM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: GARRETT BARNES IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3685


Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 2:33 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED GARRETT BARNES. AFTER HIS 4TH HOUR MATH CLASS, HE WENT TO THE CAFETERIA WITH HIS FRIEND SIMON DURAN, STAYING THERE ONLY A FEW MINUTES. HE AND SIMON LEFT CAMPUS, WALKED TO CLEMENT PARK AND LEFT IN SIMON'S VEHICLE. THEY WENT PAST THE SCHOOL IN ROUTE TO SIMON'S HOUSE, SAW STUDENTS RUNNING OUT, & HEARD FROM THEM THAT SOMEONE WAS SHOOTING INSIDE.

LeadReviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/10/1999

JC-001-022737

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3685

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Source: Saud Calvin Humphill
Affiliation: [illegible]
Phone Number: (716) 760-7599

Prepared by: Saud Calvin Humphill (DFD)
Date: 5/18/95 Time: 1030

NARRATIVE: Garrett Barnes is on the A level list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories:
- TNT
- SNU
- CAF

Time Value: [illegible]
(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: John [illegible] - [illegible]
Date: 5/19/95 10:46

LEAD:
- Locate interview Garrett Barnes
  - Location: 915 S. Green Ave.
  - Littlerton Co., 85123
  - 472-4032

Richard Feathr 329-1531

DISPOSITION: Interviewed Garrett Barnes. After his 4th hour math class, he went to the cafeteria with his friend, Simon Duran. Staying there only a few minutes, he and Simon left campus, walked to Clement Park and left Simon's vehicle. They went past the school on route to Simon's house, saw students running out. Heard from them that someone was shooting inside.

Lead Completed: [illegible]

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

- continued

- continued
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 10:40 AM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

I&I/DENVER PD
<Component/Agency>

Method of Contact
○ In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

Event Narrative: KRIS MACAULEY (CHS TEACHER) REPORTS SEEING AN UNKNOWN 'GUNMAN' IN THE HALL. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

Event Date:  Event Time:  References: DN2208
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS  SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION ON 'GUNMAN' SHE SAW. SHOW HER A LINE UP.

Lead Control Number: DN3686

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 2:37 PM
Disposition: MACAULEY COULD NOT IDENTIFY THE 'GUNMAN' OTHER THAN HE WAS WEARING BLACK AND WHITE CLOTHING. MACAULEY ONLY GOT A BRIEF GLIMPSE OF THE INDIVIDUAL AT THE END OF THE HALL. REFERENCE CONTROL #2208 AND ATTACHED REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 05/26/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3686

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Hammill
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 760-759-99

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Hammill (DPD)
Date: 5/19/99 Time: 10:40

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE: Kris McCulley reports seeing an unknown "gunman" in the hall. See attached report.

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (YN): Y

Categories
- Tot
- Sus
- Str
- Wit

Assign to: Rick Wright (FBI)
Date: 5/19/99

LEAD: Obtain complete physical & clothing and weapon description of "gunman" she saw. Show her a lineup.

DISPOSITION: Macaulay could not identify the "gunman" other than he was wearing black and white clothing. Macaulay only got a brief glimpse of the individual at its end of the hall. Reference control #2208 and attached report.

-----------
JC-001-0222740

Lead Completed: 05 05 99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY    Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: SEAN BEHAN IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date:    Event Time    References
Categories:    CAFETERIA    INTERVIEW    STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL    Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW SEAN BEHAN. 03-14-83, 6374 S. JAY WAY M-JANE 932-0300, F-DENIS 977-3137 SISTER (STUDENT) JANELLE BEHAN

Assigned To: SARNACKI, KARLA    Date: 05/20/1999    Time: 3:22 PM

Disposition: 05-26-99 SPOKE TO SEAN ON THE PHONE, WAS IN SCHOOL ON 04-20-99 SAW NOTHING UNUSUAL, LEFT SCHOOL FOR LUNCH AT APPROX. 11:20 AM IN HIS SISTERS CAR FROM THE SENIOR LOT WITH BRIAN BLASKOVICH, JOEY MARINO, SAW NOTHING UNUSUAL, POLICE, AMBULANCE & FIRE TRUCK AT SCHOOL UPON HIS RETURN, WENT TO LEAWOOD PARK.

Lead Reviewed by: KE    Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/10/1999

Control Number: DN3687

Method of Contact

☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☑ Written

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Lead Control Number: DN3687

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  

UNCLASSIFIED  

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: St. Colvin Hospital
Affiliation: 01111
Phone Number: 714-242-2499
Prepared by: Sarah

DATE: 10/18/85 TIME: 10:30

NARRATIVE: Scan Below is on the A level list

Categories
TNT
STU
CAF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)
Date: 5/20/1985

Assigned to: VALENTA SANTELLI
LEAD: LUCIANO

SISTER (STUDENT): JANELLE REHAB 09/11/81

DISPOSITION: 05-26-89 Spoke to Scan on the phone, he is school on 4/20/89 and nothing unusual. Left school to finish up class, was in his sister's car from the airport. Left with Brian Blackwelder of the Marine, was nothing unusual, police, ambulance or fire trucks at school upon his return went to his room. Pink - Lead

Lead Completed: Off Campus
White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: NATHAN BONDAR IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST. 6380 S BRENTWOOD ST., LITTLETON, 972-2115, MVAEANESSA BURBAGE, 760-2959, PG 791-0410, SF/JOHN BURBAGE, 971-4933, FG/ENE BONDAR

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE & INTERVIEW NATHAN MICHAEL BONDER JUNIOR BOB 3-24-82

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:49 PM

Disposition: NATHAN BONDER WAS AT A MARKETING BREAKFAST AWAY FROM THE SCHOOL MOST OF THE MORNING OF THE SHOOTING. BONDER WAS JUST RETURNING TO SCHOOL WHEN THE POLICE WERE SHOWING UP. BONDER WAS NOT IN THE CAFETERIA AT ALL THAT DAY. BONDER DID NOT KNOW ERIC HARRIS, DYLAN KLEBOLD, OR ANY OF THEIR ASSOCIATES.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/11/1999

Control Number: DN3688
Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation ☑ Written

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3688

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/18/95
Time: 12:25

NARRATIVE: Nathan Bondar is on the "A" lunch list.

630 E. Broadway St. 610 813
- Kansas City, MO 3957 A 791-0410
- 901-971 9933
- Q-01-89-04-08

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Assign to: S.A. DeWitt, Wright, FBI

LEAD: Locate and interview Nathan Bondar

Junior, DOB 3/24/82

DISPOSITION: Bondar was at a marketing board meeting at school most of the morning of the shooting. Bondar was just returning to school when the police were showing up. Bondar was not in the cafeteria at all that day. Bondar did not know Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold, or any of their associates.

Lead Completed: Off campus

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-022744
Event Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 10:30 AM

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW KELLY BEER.

Disposition:

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3689

SOURCE: 5th Calvin
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 760-7599

Prepared by: Sam

Date: 10/18/95 Time: 1630

NARRATIVE: Kelly Brown is on the A lunch list.

Categories
INT STU CAF

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time
Assigned to: Doreen Wilson
LEAD: Let me interview Kelly Brown.

DISPOSITION: Normally in A Lunch, but left campus that day. She did relate a story from late school year of '98 about Joe Stain, Eric Outro, and her boyfriend (name) in 1998 Paul Mazer (you) getting into a confrontation when Stain two men that he was on "the list." See attached 302.

Lead Completed: 

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022746

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN3690

Event ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:45 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Method of Contact
☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☑ Written

Event Narrative: JASON CHRISTIAN IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3690
Lead: LOCATE & INTERVIEW JASON CHRISTIAN, 6930 S YUKON WAY, LITTLETON, CO. 972-9415, MOTH/JANET/971-3540, FATHER/GARY, 977-9242

Assigned To: VONDENKAMP, PAT  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:46 PM
Disposition: PHONE INTERVIEW W/JASON CHRISTIAN ON 5/25. JASON HAS "A" LUNCH BUT LEAVES CAMPUS W/ EMILY HEGINER FOR LUNCH. ON 4/20 LEFT THROUGH FRONT DOORS AT 11:15AM AND DROVE TO SW PLAZA. NO WITNESS TO ANYTHING.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 5090

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/18/99 Time: 11:45

Affiliation: DFT

Phone Number: 720-7599

Prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE: Jason Christian is on the "A" lunch list

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIAN

Categories

INT
STL

Time
Date
Time

Assigned to: [e9 - Van Veghten - JEA]

LEAD: Locate and Interview Jason Christian

16930 S Yukon

Littlerton Colo

973-9415

M: 31 Jan 97 971-5546

F/C Copy 977-9243

DISPOSITION: Phone interview w/ Jason Christian on 5/15. Jason has a lunch but leaves campus w/ Emily Haggard for lunch. On 9/16 left through front door at 11:15am and drive to 540. Placed: No witness to anything.

Lead Completed: 060399

Lead Completed: 060399

Off Campus

Pink - Lead

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: KATIE BEER IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW KATIE BEER. DOB 2-10-84. 5141 S ESTES ST. LITTLETON, CO

Assigned To: ATANASIO, RUSS Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:20 PM
Disposition: WAS IN MATH HALLWAY WHEN SHOOTING STARTED. RAN DOWN NORTH/SOUTH HALLWAY TO FRONT OFFICE. HEARD SHOTS NEAR FRONT OFFICE AND RAN BACK TO MATH CLASSROOMS. AND OUT TO LEAWOOD PARK. DIDN'T KNOW EITHER KLEBOLD OR HARRIS.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/11/1999

Lead Control Number: DN3691

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 3691

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date*: 5/18/99
Time*: 12:56

SOURCE*: S. J. C. (handwritten)
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 714-734-99

Prepared by*: S. J. C. (handwritten)

NARRATIVE*: Kid: Best is on the A level list.

Categories
- INT
- STH
- CAF

Time Value: [ ]
(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: [ ]
- Alman - FAT

LEAD: [ ]
- Lee

Disposition: [ ]
WAS IN MATH HALLWAY WHEN SHOOTING STARTED. RAN DOWN NORTH/SOUTH HALLWAY TO FRONT OFFICE. HEARD SHOTS NEAR FRONT OFFICE AND RAN BACK TO MATH CLASSROOMS, AND OUT TO LEAVENWORTH PARK. DIDN'T KNOW EITHER KLEBOLD OR HARRIS.

Lead Completed: [ ]

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-022750
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999
Time: 1:50 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: CHRISTOPHER CLARY IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST

Event Date: Event Time
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead:
LOCATE & INTERVIEW CHRISTOPHER CLARY, 7197 S NEWLAND ST., 973-0753, MOTHER/ROSE, 347-4854, FATHER, DON. DUP LEAD

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK
Date: 05/20/1999
Time: 3:47 PM
Disposition: PHONE INTERVIEW COMPLETED BY G. MUMMA ON 4-29-99-SEE CONTROL

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? Date: 06/18/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: JCH Calver Hospital
Affiliation: ODN
Phone Number: 760-366-7599
Prepared by: Same

NARRATIVE: Christopher Clay is on the A lunch list

Date: 5/18/99 Time: 13:50

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

LM
SM

 Assigned to: JCHAAA WRAG Date: 5/19/99

LEAD: Locate and Interview Christopher Clay
7197 S NOWLAND ST.
9750 C-752
MOTHER: ROSE 307-4154
TOM DUN

DISPOSITION: Phone interview completed by C. Mumma on
4/29/97 - see control

DUPPLICATE LEAD

Lead Completed: 06/17/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022762  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: CARPENTER, JULIA
Affiliation: V.A. WINGS FOUNDATION
Phone Number: (303) 238-5660
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: JULIA CARPENTER REPORTS THAT JON COLE-COLUMBINE STUDENT WAS OUTSIDE ON A HILL WHEN THE SHOOTING STARTED. COLE WITNESSED A STUDENT BEING SHOT AND ADVISES THAT HE HAS INFO RE; 3RD SHOOTER.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories:
INTERVIEW OUTSIDE STUDENT - CHS
SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3693
Lead:
INTERVIEW JON COLE 979-8288, MOTHER-MISTY (W) 303-365-4308. 7779 W. PORTLAND AVE., LITTLETON, CO 80128 JONATHAN JUSTIN COLE (112383) 7779 W. PORTLAND AVE LITTLETON, CO 80128

Assigned To: HOLLOWAY, LINDA Date: 05/24/1999 Time: 9:40 AM
Disposition: ALREADY DONE BY HOLLOWAY. DUPLICATE LEAD TO #3703

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/05/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 367

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 05/18/99
Time: 10:35

Subject: JULIA CARPENTER
Affiliation: WINNIS FOUNDATION
Phone Number: 238-7461

Prepared by: LUCIANO JEFFCO SHERIFF

NARRATIVE:
SOURCE REPORTS THAT JOHN COLE - COLUMBINE STUDENT WAS OUTSIDE ON A HILL WHEN THE SHOOTING STARTED. COLE WITNESSED A STUDENT BEING SHOT AND ADVISES THAT HE HAS TAKEN FIRE ARMS SHOOTER.

Categories:
- NT
- SUS
- WIT
- CS

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)
- LINDA HOLLOWAY - CBI

Assigned to: GLENN THORPE - CBI
Date: 05/01/99

LEAD:
INTERVIEW JOHN COLE # 979 - 8288
MOTHER - MISTY W/ # 355-4385
JONATHAN JUSTIN COLE (112383)
7777 W. POSTLAND AVE
BELL TV (C 82138)

DISPOSITION: ALREADY DONE BY HOLLOWAY.
Duplicate Lead to #5707

Lead Completed: 05/01/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-022754
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: NELSON, RACHEL
Affiliation: J.C.S.D. V.A.
Phone Number: (303) 271-5448
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Information Received Date: 06/18/1999 Time: 3:33 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: RACHEL NELSON REPORTS THAT COLUMBINE H.S. STUDENT ALICIA (LAST NAME UNK) WAS IN CAFETERIA WHEN SHOOTING STARTED THEN HID IN A STORAGE CLOSET. PER RACHEL ALICIA SAW FOUR MALES IN TRENCH COATS CARRYING GUNS.

Event Date: Event Time References DN#1586
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS
SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: ID/INTERVIEW ALICIA, LNU.

Assigned To: WYGANT, STEVE Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:23 PM
Disposition: ALICIA IS BELIEVED TO BE ALICIA MAES. SHE WAS INTERVIEWED ON CONTROL#1586. DUP. LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed?  Date: 07/28/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3694

SOURCE: RACHEL NELSON
Affiliation: V.A.
Phone Number: 271-5448

Prepared by: LUCIANO JEFFCO SHERIFF

Date: 05/18/99 Time: 15:33

SOURCE REPORTS THAT COLUMBINE HS. STUDENT ACLICIA (LAST NAME UNK) WAS IN CAFETERIA WHEN SHOOTING STARTED. THEY HID IN A STORAGE CLOSET. PER SOURCE ACLICIA SAW FOUR MALES IN TRENCH COATS CARRYING GUNS

Categories

Text
Stu
Sus
Caf

Time Value: 0:00
Date: 5/20/1999

LEAD: T.D. / INTERVIEW ACLICIA LNU

DISPOSITION: REVIEWED IOC ("ALICIA") IN "Radio Spirit," Unable to Identify This "ALICIA.

JC-001-022756

Lead Completed: 07/20/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
MICHELLE FOX WAS INSIDE CAFETERIA FROM ABOUT 11:00 A.M.-11:12 A.M. ON 4-20. MICHELLE SAYS AT TABLE E WITH STUDENT JENNIFER DOYLE (11TH) DURING THAT TIME. MICHELLE SAID SHE THINKS JENNIFER DOYLE WAS SHOT.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: MICHELLE FOX
Affiliation: CIT'S STUDENT
Phone Number: 419-973-3139

Prepared by: INN. DAVE BROOKS/7250

Date: 05/1997 Time: 1600

NARRATIVE: SOURCE WAS INSIDE CAFETERIA FROM ABOUT 11:00 AM - 11:12 AM ON 4-20. SOURCE SAW AT TABLE E WITH STUDENT JENNIFER DOYLE (11TH) DURING THAT TIME. SOURCE SAID SHE THINKS JENNIFER DOYLE WAS SHOT.

Categories: INT STU CAF

Assigned to: Det.流线 FRENCH - JL OA
LEAD: LOCATE & INTERVIEW STUDENT JENNIFER DOYLE (11TH).

DISPOSITION: PREVIOUSLY ASSIGNED TO DET. O'BREAN - SEE CONTACT # 7443.

Lead Completed: 8Z 060399

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SUNDGARD, JERRY
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: (303) 971-0969
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Information Received Date: 05/17/1999
Time: 2:40 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JERRY SUNDGARD REPORTS THAT ON 4-19-99 HIS WIFE, ROMA, SAW TWO MALES WHO SHE NOW BELIEVES TO BE HARRIS & KLEBOLD CARVING WORDS INTO A PICNIC TABLE LOCATED IN A PARK BETWEEN PIERCE & WADSWORTH & DAVID DR & ELMHURST. ROMA LATER CHECKED THE TABLE & SAW THE FOLLOWING CARVED INTO IT: '4-20 WRATH REVENGE A NAZI SYMBOL, ETC.

Event Date: 
Event Time: OTHER - NON COLUMBINE S

References

Event Reviewed by: SL
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3896

Lead: SEND SHERIFF'S OFFICE CRIME SCENE TECH TO PHOTOGRAPH PICNIC TABLE

Assigned To: LUCIANO, STEVE
Date: 05/19/1999
Time: 8:32 AM

Disposition: ON 5-17-99 AT ABOUT 1:26 P.M. DEPUTY K. WALKER OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE RESPONDED TO THE SCENE & PHOTOGRAPHED THE PICNIC TABLE. REPORT ATTACHED

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? Date: 05/19/1999

JC-001-022759

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: JERRY SUNGARD
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: 971-0949

Prepared by: LUCIANO JEFFCO SHERIFF

CONTROL NUMBER: 3696
Method of Contact:
- [ ] In Person
- [x] Telephone
- [ ] Observation
- [ ] Written

Date: 05/17/99 Time: 14:00

NARRATIVE:
Source reports that on 04/19/99, his wife Roma saw Tan males who she now believes to be Harris and Klebold carve words into a picnic table located in a park between Pierce and Wadsworth and David Dr Noelmhurst. Roma later checked the table and so forth. The following day, 4/20, Wraith arranged a new school set

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Sel? (YN): [ ] Yes

Categories

- [ ] INF
- [ ] OTH

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: LUCIANO Date:

LEAD: SEND SHERIFF'S OFFICE CRIME SCENE TECH TO PHOTOGRAPH PICNIC TABLE

DISPOSITION: CAME TO A SHOP 1726 NORTH WALKER OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE. RESPONDED TO THE SCENE AND PHOTOGRAPHED THE PICNIC TABLE

Lead Completed: [ ] 05/17/99 REPORT ATTACHED

Lead Completed: [ ] 05/18/99 REPORT ATTACHED

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
INTERVIEWED VERONICA GRIFFITH ON 5-14. SOURCE SAID THAT STUDENT MICHELLE CASTRO (9TH) TOLD HER THAT STUDENT [REDACTED] TOLD HER SHE 'HAD PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE OF THE SHOOTINGS' AND THAT THE STUDENTS 'GOT WHAT THEY DESERVED.'
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3697

SOURCE: VERENICA GRIFFITH
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: 497-0691

Prepared by: INV. DAVE BROTICK/JCSO
Date: 05/14/99  Time: 15:00

NARRATIVE: INTERVIEWED SOURCE ON 5-14. SOURCE SAID THAT STUDENT
MICHICEL CASTRO (9TH) TOLD HER THAT STUDENT
TOLD HER SHE "HAD PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE OF THE SHOOTINGS," AND THAT THE STUDENTS "GET WHAT THEY DESERVED."

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  SU

Assigned to: BROTICK
Date: 05/21/99

LEAD: LOCATE & INTERVIEW STUDENT MICHICEL CASTRO (9TH) AS TO

- RELATED TO CONTROL NUMBER

S# 2000

DISPOSITION: NO INTERVIEW CONDUCTED. MICHICEL'S MOTHER, TRACY CASTRO, WOULD

NOT ALLOW ANY ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWS WITH MICHICEL. SHE SAID MICHICEL

WAS ALREADY INTERVIEWED BY MARK HUNI, AND THAT ANY QUESTIONS SHOULD

BE DIRECTED TO HIM. Duplicate lead #2608 attached

Lead Completed: 05/27/99

- REPORT ATTACHED -
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: PAAVILAINEN, RENEE
Affiliation: STUDENT AT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 932-0045
Prepared by: WRIGHT, RICK

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999
Time: 8:50 AM

Event Narrative: RENEE PAAVILAINEN'S BROTHER MIKE IN CAFETERIA EARLIER IN THE DAY.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW MICHAEL PAAVILAINEN, 5445 W. CARYL PL, 303-932-0045. DUP LEAD #2161, TOM CONROY.

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK
Date: 05/19/1999
Time: 8:52 AM

Disposition: PAAVILAINEN WAS IN THE CAFETERIA DURING 1ST & 3RD PERIOD ON THE DAY OF THE SHOOTING. PAAVILAINEN DID NOT SEE ANY LARGE DUFFLE BAGS. PAAVILAINEN WAS IN THE SAME BOWLING CLASS AS ERIC HARRIS & DYLAN KLEBOLD. BOTH HARRIS & KLEBOLD WERE NOT IN BOWLING CLASS THAT DAY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? Date: 06/04/1999

Lead Control Number: DN3698

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3698

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date*: 5/18/97
Time*: 8:50

Prepared by*: Rick Wright - FBI

Affiliation: Student at DHS
Phone Number: 932-0645

Narrative*: Rare Paavilainen; brother Mike in cafeteria earlier in the day

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INIT

STU

CAF

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: Rick Wright - FBI

LEAD: Interview Michael Paavilainen
5446 W. Caryal Dr.
303-932-0645

Date: 5/18/97

DISPOSITION: Paavilainen was in the cafeteria during 1st & 3rd period on the day of the shooting. Paavilainen did not see any large duffle bags. Paavilainen was in the same bowling class as Eric Harris & Dylan Klebold. Both Harris & Klebold were not in bowling class that day.

Lead Completed: Off Campus

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

Jc-001-022764
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999
Time: 1:20 PM

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:
RYAN BLENKER IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 9570 W. MAPLEWOOD PLD,

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: DN45
Categories: INTERVIEW
STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL
Lead Required? YES

Lead:
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW RYAN BLENKER, 9570 W. MAPLEWOOD PL, 303-973-1676
MOM: CHRISTINE-671-5476, DAD: KENNETH: 778-8484. DUPLICATE LEAD DN #45. ASSIGNED TO MIKE JEFFRIES

Assigned To: MCGLYNN, GEORGE
Date: 05/20/1999
Time: 3:26 PM
Disposition: RYAN BLENKER WAS UNDER SUSPENSION AND NOT A SCHOOL DURING THE INCIDENT

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? 
Date: 06/10/1999

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3699

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/18/99

Date: 5/18/99

Time: 1320

Prepared by: Samy

NARRATIVE: Ryan Blenker is on the "A" lunch list.

8570 W. Maplewood Pl
Littleton 973-1676

1 - Christine 671-5476
2 - Kenneth 778-8484

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories: INT  STU

Time Value: □

(Circle text to be entered)

Date: ________

Time: ________

Assigned to: George McGlynn - LPO

LEAD: Locate and interview Ryan Blenker 1-3684
8570 W. Maplewood Pl
973-1676

Christian mom 671-5476
Kenneth dad 778-8484

DN# 4 Mike Jeff Duplicitious Kent

DISPOSITION: Blenker was under suspension and not a school during the incident.

Lead Completed: SC-001-022766

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
MICHELLE FOX WAS INTERVIEWED ON 5-14 SHE LEFT CAFETERIA AT ABOUT 11:12 A.M. ON 4-20 THEN WENT TO CLASS UPSTAIRS. MICHELLE SAID FIRE ALARM WENT OFF AT ABOUT 11:20 AM AND THAT HER SUBSTITUTE TEACHER "MR. SNEEDEN" ORDERED EVERYONE OUT OF ROOM LM-1. MICHELLE THINKS MR. SNEEDEN MAY HAVE SEEN SHOOTER(S).

LOCATE & INTERVIEW SUBSTITUTE TEACHER MR. SNEEDEN, WHO TAUGHT "FOREIGN GOURMET FOOD" IN LM-1 DURING 5TH PERIOD.

HEARD FIRE ALARM & EVACUATED HIS CLASS. THEY EXITED THROUGH LM 2'S WEST DOOR THEN WENT NORTH TO THE TENNIS COURTS. HE DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS. HE HELPED KIDS OVER THE FENCE SO THEY COULD GO INTO CLEMENT PARK.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: MICHELLE FOX
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: 973-5189

Prepared by: INV. DAVE BUCKS / J650

CONTROL NUMBER: 3700
Method of Contact:
- In Person ☐
- Telephone ☒
- Observation ☐
- Written ☐

Date: 05/17/99 Time: 16:00

NARRATIVE: Source was interviewed on 5-14. She left cafeteria at about 11:12 AM on 4-20, then went to class upstairs. Source said fire alarm went off at about 11:20 AM, and that her substitute teacher, "Mr. Snedden," ordered everyone out of Room LH-1. Source thinks Mr. Snedden may have seen shooter(s).

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIAND

Categories:
- INT
- STA

Assigned to: [Signature] Date: 6/11/99

LEAD: Locate & interview substitute teacher Mr. Snedden, who taught "Foreign Gourmet Food" in LH-1 during 6th period.

Get his phone: George Sneddon - 980-6357 584-5630 ST PANS 8225

Disposition: Heard fire alarm go off and evacuated his class. They exited through LH-2's west door. They went north to the tennis courts. He did not see shooters. He helped kids over the fence so they could go into Clement Park.

LEAD CLOSED.

Lead Completed: CC

White - Original 072299 Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: JAMI COBLE IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date:        Event Time  References
Categories:         CAFETERIA  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JAMI COBLE, 7587 S. PIERCE WAY, 303-979-6514,
       MOM: MARY, DAD: WARREN: 781-6767

Assigned To: ERZEN, LARRY  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:16 PM
Disposition: JAMI COBLE WASN'T AT SCHOOL ON 042099. SHE ATTENDED HER
             GRANDMOTHERS FUNERAL. NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/11/1999

Control Number: DN3701
Method of Contact
☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio  ☑ Observation  ☑ Written

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3701

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/12/99

TIME: 1350

Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 760-7599
Prepared by: Smith

NARRATIVE:
Jami Coble is on the "A" Lunch List

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STU

Assigned to: Larry Erzen - JCSO

LEAD: Locate and interview Jami Coble

7587 S Pierce
979-6514

Mary 781-6787
Warren 781-6757

DISPOSITION:
Jami wasn't at school on 04/20/99. She attended her grandmother's funeral. No additional information.

Lead Completed:
Off Campus

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: ANDREA COE IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3702

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW ANDREA COE, 5596 W. INDORE DR., 972-6754, KARA; 795-4224; MICHAEL, 795-3959 DUPLICATE LEAD #3343-ASSIGNED TO DAVE BROOKS

Assigned To: HOLLOWAY, LINDA Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:13 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD REF #3343.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 05/26/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Hemphill
Affiliation: NPD
Phone Number: 999-760-7599
Prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE: Andrea Coe is on the "A" lunch list

Date: 5/29/79 Time: 1750

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIAN

Categories

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: Linda Holloway - CAI

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

LEAD: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW ANDREA COE
5596 W. Indore Dr
972 6754

LOCATE: 972-7736 795-4224
Michael Johnson 979-795-3759

Deep Search # 3347 - Assigned: Dave Booth

DISPOSITION:

DUPLICATE Lead Ref # 3347

Lead Completed: 052499

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022772
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 1:55 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JONATHAN COLE IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JONATHAN COLE.

Assigned To: HOLLOWAY, LINDA Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:03 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED COLE AT COLUMBINE-DID WALK THRU-HE STATED HE SAW 3 PEOPLE-2 WITH TRENCH COATS & ONE WITH WHITE TEE-SHIRT THROWING BOMBS ON ROOF. SAW STUDENT SHOT. HE AND FRIEND JAKE APODACA & CHRIS WISHER WERE WITH HIM-THEY ALREADY INTERVIEWED. HE WAS IN GYM CLASS WITH BROOKS BROWN ON 4/20 & DIDN'T SEE HIM IN HIS USUAL CHAIR DURING 4TH PERIOD-ROOM SS2

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? 0 Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CE: Sal Calvin Hospital
Affiliation: PD
Phone Number: 760-7599
Prepared by: SAAR

Date: 5/16/99 Time: 1335

NARRATIVE: Jonathan Cole is on the "A" lunch list

[Handwritten notes]

Narrative reviewed by: LUCAS

Categories:

LEAD: Locate and Interview Jonathan Cole

DISPOSITION: Interviewed Cole at Columbine - 1st at the stage 2 or 3 people - 2 with trench coat - tree white tee shirt throwing bombs on roof. See student shirt he & friend TAKE AWAY & Chris Rush was with him - they already interviewed. He was in gym when with Brooks. Than around 4:40 didn't see him in his usual chair during 4:45. Poured from 552

Lead Completed: EL 060499

Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Event Narrative: CHRISTOPHER BLEVINS IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:20 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3704

Lead:
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW CHRISTOPHER BLEVINS, 8113 W. HOOVER AVE.,
LITTLETON, CO 303-933-1421, MOM: REBEKAH: 738-5500, 971-8069
FATHER: DAN: 210-521-5184

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 2:57 PM
Disposition: CHRISTOPHER WAS NOT AT THE SCHOOL DURING THE SHOOTING. HE
WAS AWAY FROM THE SCHOOL HAVING LUNCH. HE DID NOT SEE
ANYTHING DURING THE DAY IN THE CAFETERIA.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/07/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED

JC-001-022775
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3704

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/18/99
Time: 13:20

Prepared by: Sonny

AFFILIATION:
D E. S. CALVIN HIGH SCHOOL

Phone Number: 760-7599

NARRATIVE:
Christopher Blevins is on the "A" lunch list. 8113 W. Hoover Ave. littleton
Rebekah 738-5500 x 287
Dad 710-524-5189

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories
INT

Lead Completed: 060799
Off Campus

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

continued

ASSIGNED TO: Lawrie Locie - JC 50

LEAD: locate and interview Christopher Blevins
8113 W. Hoover Ave.
933-1421
Mom Rebekah 738-5500 x 287
971-8069

DISPOSITION: Christopher was not at the school during the shooting. He was away from the school for lunch. He did not see anything during the day in the cafeteria.

JC-001-022776
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: LINDSAY BLEVINS IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST. 5432 W GEDDES PL LITTLETON 973-4783 M-DEBRA 784-0411 F-HUGH 763-3433

Event Date: 05/18/1999 Event Time 1:20 PM
References

Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3705


Assigned To: MCGLYNN, GEORGE Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 2:55 PM

Disposition: BLEVINS IS ON "A" LUNCH LIST BUT WAS NOT IN THE COMMONS WHEN THE INCIDENT BEGAN. SHE WAS ON THE MAIN LEVEL PRODUCTION ROOM AND RAN OUT OF THE BUILDING TO THE EAST. SHE DID NOT SEE THE SUSPECTS OR ANY UNUSUAL DUFFLEBAGS OR BACK PACKS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed?  Date: 06/05/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3705

Method of Contact:
___ In Person ___ Telephone
___ Observation ___ Written

Date: 5/13/99 Time: 13:20

NAME: Lindsay Blevins

Affiliation: DFD
Phone Number: PG 780-7549

Prepared by: Same

NARRATIVE: Lindsay Blevins is on the "A" Lunch List.

432 W. Geddes P1 Littleton 973-4783
M - Debra 784-0411
F - Hugh 763-3433

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

INT

stu

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

 Assigned to: Gleason: Mr. Glynn - LPD

LEAD: Locator and Interview Lindsay Blevins

432 W. Geddes P1

973-4783

mom, Debra 784-0411

dad, Hugh 763-3433

DISPOSITION: Blevins is on the "A" Lunch List, but was not in the conscious mind when the incident began. She was on the main level, playing in the room and ran out of the building to the east. She did not see the suspect or any unusual behavior or back doors.

Lead Completed: 82-060444

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY    Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599    Information Received Date: 05/18/1999    Time: 1:50 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Method of Contact
○ In Person    ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation    ○ Written

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: SARA CLEGHORN IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date:    Event Time:    References:
Categories: INTERVIEW    STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL    Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3706

Lead:
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW SARA CLEGHORN -07/24/81, 7343 S. VANCE ST.,

Assigned To: PETERSON, ART    Date: 05/20/1999    Time: 2:54 PM

Disposition:
WAS IN UPSTAIRS BATHROOMW/ LYNAE TOY WHEN INCIDENT BEGAN.
HEARD 1 EXPLOSION, THEN RAN OUT EAST SIDE OF SCHOOL AND INTO
LEAWOOD PARK. WHILE IN LEAWOOD PARK, HEARD ABOUT 3 MORE
SHOTS BEFORE RUNNING AWAY FROM PARK.

Lead Reviewed by: SL    Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/03/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM    UNCLASSIFIED    Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3706

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/18/99 Time: 1250

NARRATIVE: Sara Cleghorn is on the "A" lunch list

prepared by: Sam
date reviewed by:
lead set? (Y/N): yes

Categories:

INT

STU

Assigned to: Art Peterson - TCSO

LEAD: Locate and interview Sara Cleghorn - 07/24/99

7343 S. Vance St

973-6412

amp & ars 528-5334 St. Mar. 9020

Christie 775-4527 - 8/2/69

Annette Johnson - 525-4222

Ricu 591-2457 - 5/28/64

DISPOSITION: Was in upstairs bathroom w/ Larry. Toy when occupant began. House explosion then came into outer side of school and went into Lemon Park. While in Lemon Park, heard a fire 3 men shown before burning very heavy damage.

JC-001-022780

Lead completed: 06/03/99

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:26 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

UNCLASSIFIED

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ABIGAIL BOLES IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: Event Time  References  DN1360
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS.

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3707
Lead:
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW ABIGAIL BOLES, 7616 S. INGALLS ST., 973-9159,
MOM: TERRI: 972-9638, DAD: JOHN 914-5565. DUPLICATE LEAD #1360,
ASSIGNED TO JIM VONDEROEHE

Assigned To: REKER, RICK  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 2:51 PM
Disposition: ABIGAL BOLES HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED ON 2 OCCASIONS ALREADY.
DUPLICATE LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/18/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3707

SOURCE: Jail Call Log
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 940-7599

Prepared by: Sam Y

Date: 5/19/99 Time: 13:25

NARRATIVE: Abigail Boles is on the "A" lunch list
7616 S Inglewood St Littleton 973-9159
Mom Terri 972-9638
Dad John 914-5565

Narrative reviewed by Lucian

Categories

[Time Value] [C] Circle text to be entered [Date] [Time]

Assigned to: Acil Russell - JCSO

LEAD: Locate and Interview: Abigail Boles

7616 S Inglewood St
973-9159

Mom Terri 972-9638
Dad John 914-5565

Up Lead # 1360 Assigned to Jim Vanderheede

DISPOSITION: Boles has been interviewed on 2 occasions already - do we need another?

Duplicate Lead

Lead Completed: 5/21/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, C ALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: LEIGH CLARK IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES


Assigned To: RUSSELL, MIKE Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 2:50 PM
Disposition: CONTACTED ON 5-21-99, CONFIRMED TO BE ASSIGNED TO "A" LUNCH, BUT HAD NOT BEEN SEATED, AS SHE ARRIVED IN HALL AREA OF THE COMMONS WHEN STUDENTS WERE ADVISED OF A PERSON WITH A GUN IN THE CAFETERIA. SHE IMMEDIATELY RAN BACK UPSTAIRS. HAS ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED RE: HER OBSERVING A SUSPICIOUS MALE IN A BLACK TRENCH COAT NEAR THE MAIN OFFICE EARLIER IN THE DAY. SHE HAS ELIMINATED THIS PERSON AS BEING EITHER HARRIS OR KLEBOLD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/10/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

ICE: Sat. Calvin Hampel
Affiliation: PPD
Phone Number: PPE 760-7599

Prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE: Leigh Clark is on the "A" lunch list

CONTROL NUMBER: 3708

Method of Contact:

[ ] In Person [ ] Telephone
[ ] Observation [ ] Written

Date: 5/18/99 Time: 1750

Narrative reviewed by: Lutzand

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

[ ] Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date: 5/20/1999

Assigned to: Mike Russell - JCOA

LEAD: Locate and Interview Leigh Clark

2961 W. Elmhurst Ave

932 6350

Wiki

948-1128

DISPOSITION: Contacted on 05-21-99 confirmed being assigned to "A" lunch, but had not been seated as she arrived in the hall area of the commons when students were advised of a person with a gun in the cafeteria. She immediately ran back upstairs. Has already been interviewed re: her observing a suspicious male in a black trench coat near the main office earlier in the day. She has eliminated this person as being either Harris or Klebold.

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022784

Pink - Lead

[Signature]

continued
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN3709

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/16/1999  Time: 1:20 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: MICHAEL BOES IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6568 S. NEWLAND CIRCLE,
LITTLETON, CO 7979-8985
M- KIM 861-3657  F-GERALD 744-7303

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT-CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3709

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW MICHAEL BOES, 598 S. NEWLAND CIR., 7979-8985,
MOM: KIM; 861-3657, DAD: GERALD: 744-7303

Assigned To: SARNACKI, KARLA  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 2:48 PM
Disposition: 5/25/99; NOT IN SCHOOL ON 4/20/99, WAS AT A MARKETING BANQUET WITH
MARKETING CLASS. KNEW HARRIS AND KLEBOLD BY SIGHT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/03/1999

JC-001-022785

UNCLASSIFIED
Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3709

Date: 5/18/99 Time: 1320

Affiliation: DPD

Phone Number: 765-7599

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Hemphill (DPD)

NARRATIVE:

Michael Peters is on the "A" lunch list.

6568 S. Newland Cir

Kim 861-3657
Gerald 744-7303

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Categories

Assigned to: Karla Sannuti, LPD

LEAD: Locate and Interview Michael Peters

DOB 3-3-80

6568 S. Newland Cir

797-8585

Mother: Kim 861-3657
Father: Gerald 744-7303

DISPOSITION: 05-25-99 Not in school or 4-20-99, has at a Marketing Banquet. Know Harris a hoolie by sight (with Marketing class 2)

JC-001-022786

Lead Completed: 5/26/99

Off campus

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: ERIC CHRISTNER IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL
Lead Required? YES


Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN
Date: 05/20/1999
Time: 2:46 PM

Disposition: WAS AT JOSH SWANSON'S DURING 11:15 AT PIERCE & CHATFIELD RETURNED AT 11:40. DOES KNOW BOTH ERIC & DYLAN, WAS FRIENDS WITH THEM, DID SOCIALIZE WITH THEM. MEET SET MONDAY AT 9:00 A.M. INTERVIEWED ERIC CHRISTNER. ATTENDED CLASSES WITH BOTH HARRIS & KLEBOLD. KNOWS THEIR ASSOCIATES, CLOSE TO CHRISTNER WAS NOT AT SCHOOL WHEN INCIDENT BEGAN. HIS BROTHER MARK WAS.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed? Date: 06/10/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
In:  SSU

Categories

Date: 5/18/99
Time: 13:45

NARRATIVE:  Eric Christian is on the 4th lunch list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Assigned to: Paul
Date: 5/20/99


REFER:

Lead Completed: [Signature]

DISPOSITION: Was at Josh Swanson's during his affiance. He claimed not to know of Eric & Dillon. He was friends with them and socialized with them. Meet set Monday at 9:00 am.

Interviewed Eric Christian. Attended classes with both Harris & Keran. Knows them associates, close to Christian was not.

T-shirt/linked incident report. His brother Mark was.

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SCOTT, P.W.
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: SCOTT, PAUL
Prepared by: SCOTT, PAUL

Event Narrative: MICHAEL BIGGS IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST. 8378 S. UPHAM WAY, LITTLETON 948-8738
MOM: 762-3305 DENISE JACQUEZ STEP-FATHER EDDIE JACQUEZ 525-5155
FATHER: GARY BIGGS 623-7908

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 1:15 PM

I&II/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:
Event Time
Categories:
INTERVIEW
References
STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3711

Lead:
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW MICHAEL BIGGS, 8378 S. UPHAM WAY, 948-8738,

Assigned To: STEFFEES, TIM
Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 2:45 PM

Disposition:
NOT IN CAFETERIA ON 4/20. DID NOT SEE ANYONE WITH DUFFEL BAGS IN
HIS TRAVELS. AROUND THE HALL. HAD A VIEDO CLASS WITH ERIC HARRIS
BUT HE HAD NO CONTACT WITH HARRIS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/07/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3711

SOURCE: P.W. SCOTT
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: P.W. SCOTT 68139.

Date: 5/18/95 Time: 13:15

NARRATIVE:

MICHAEL BIGGS is on the A

8378 S. UPHAM CT LITTLETON 945-8788

m - 768-3305 denise jacquez

528 ralph hutto detroit - 525-5155-BPO

F - Gary Biggs - 637-7907

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT ____________
STU ____________

Assigned to: Tim Eifert - LPD

Date: 5/19/99

LEAD: LOCATE & INTERVIEW Michael Biggs;

8378 S. UPHAM CT (MB)

945-8788

MOM Denise - 762-3225 Bio 707-3079

VAD EDDIE - 525-3555

DISPOSITION: Not in Eretriba on 4/20. Did not see anyone with Duffer Biggs in his travels around the hall. Had a
video class with Eric Harris but he who no commit with Harris.

Lead Completed: 52060799 Off Campus

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: AMY BIERBACH IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6418 W. ROXBURY DR., LITTLETON, 933-3926.

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 1:15 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3712
Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW AMY BIERBACH, 6418 W. ROXBURY DR., 933-3926,
MOM: MARILYN: 778-6370, DAD: STEVEN: 233-5636

Assigned To: PETERSON, ART Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 2:59 PM

Disposition: WAITED IN CAFETERIA FOR FRIENDS, THEN LEFT THE SCHOOL JUST PRIOR TO THE SHOOTING TO GO HOME DURING LUNCH. WAS FAMILIAR WITH SOME TCM STUDENTS AND/OR ASSOCIATES.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Yes Date: 06/18/1999

JC-001-022791

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 372

SOURCE*: S. A. C. S. - Hospital
Affiliation: D.P.H.
Phone Number: 765-7599

Prepared by*: S. A. C.

Date*: 5/31/79 Time*: 13:35

NARRATIVE*: Amy Biebach is at the school on 1st
6418 W. Roxbury DR 62416 10s 10s 10s 10s
- 10s
278-6370
233-5838

--- continued

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

TJ
STU
CAF

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered) Date

AssIGNED TO: Nat Ketchum - CHI

LEAD:

6418 W. Roxbury DR

Marilyn mom 778-6370
Father Steven 233-5838

--- continued

DISPOSITION: Was in front of the school, then left the school just prior to the shooting
to go home during lunch. Was familiar with some of the students and/or associates

JC-001-022792

Lead Completed: 82-06/79

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead.
CONTROL NUMBER: DN3713

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1990
Time: 1:20 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: MICHAEL BIERMAN IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6692 W. FROST AVE., LITTLETON, CO 80128, 979-3871.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3713


Assigned To: PETERSON, ART Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 2:58 PM

Disposition: WAS NOT IN THE CAFETERIA AT ALL ON 04/20/99. WENT HOME FOR LUNCH.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/21/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Capt. Calvin Humphrey

Affiliation: NPD

Phone Number: 360-760-7579

Prepared by: Sam

CONTROL NUMBER: 3713

Method of Contact:

- [ ] In Person
- [x] Telephone
- [ ] Observation
- [ ] Written

Date: 5/13/99

Time: 1320

NARRATIVE: Michael Bierman is on a lunch list.

6692 W Frost Ave

Mental G 80122

979-3871

Mother Nancy 712-4680

Father Robert 799-0072

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Lead Completed: 06/17/99

Categories

INT

STU

Time Value: [ ]

(Circle next to be entered)

[ ] Date

Time

Assigned to: [ ]

[ ] AT

[ ] FFOA

Date: 5/13/99

LEAD: Locate and interview Michael Bierman 80122

6692 W Frost Ave

979-3871

Mother Nancy 712-4680

Father Robert 799-0072

DISPOSITION: worm not in the tingsoad all on 04/27/99. went home for

Lunch. plan stay home. San Hawaiian in englisch class at CMS.

JC-001-022794

continued

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:20 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: BRIAN BLASKOVICH IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6916 W. DAVID AVE., LITTLETON, CO 80126, 978-0523  M-TERI 978-0523  D-CHARLES 851-5484 PG

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3714

Lead:

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:36 PM

Disposition:
BLASKOVICH WENT TO THE CAFETERIA DURING LUNCH ON THE DAY OF THE SHOOTING, BUT LEFT THE CAFETERIA BEFORE THE SHOOTING STARTED. BLASKOVICH WAS NOT IN THE CAFETERIA AT ANY OTHER TIME THAT DAY. BLASKOVICH DID NOT SEE GUNMEN OR THE GUNMEN OR THE LARGE DUFFLE BAGS IN THE CAFETERIA.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/10/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Harrell
Affiliation: MPD
Phone Number: 317-760-7597

Prepared by: Sam T

NARRATIVE: Brian Blas Kovich is on "A" lunch
Leading 6916 W. David Ave. 2nd floor 3rd floor 978-0523
Mother Terri 978-0523
Father: Charles 973-3713

LEAD: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW Brian Blas Kovich. Due 11/18/82

(4) 303-978-0523
MOTHER: Terri
FATHER: Charles

DISPOSITION: Blas Kovich went to the cafeteria during lunch on the day of
the shooting, but left the cafeteria before the shooting started. Blas Kovich
was not in the cafeteria at any other time that day. Blas Kovich did not
see the gunman or the large duffle bags in the cafeteria.

Lead Completed: Off campus

Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022796

CONTROL NUMBER: 37141
Method of Contact:
In Person [x] Telephone
Observation

Date: 5/18/89 Time: 13:20

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

INT

SUU

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)

Date

Time

Assigned to: Rick Wright - FBI

Date: 5/21/99

1st grad
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: CARTAYA, ZACH
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-3440  Information Received Date: 05/14/1999  Time: 2:00 PM
Prepared by: BURKHALTER, JIM

Method of Contact
☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☐ Written

I&I/JEFCO DA
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ZACH CARTAYA WAS IN CHOIR ROOM OFFICE. ZACH LOOKED OUT INTO THE HALLWAY TO SEE MR SANDERS GET SHOT. MS MILLER YELLED AT ZACH TO GET BACK INTO THE ROOM. HE DID. ZACH SAID BRANDON REISBECK WARNED THE PEOPLE IN THE CHOIR ROOM. ZACH AND OTHERS HELPED USHER STUDENTS INTO THE OFFICE AND BARRICADED THE DOOR UNTIL RESCUED. ZACH DID NOT SEE THE SHOOTERS.

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: CHOIR INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS
STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3715

Lead: STATEMENT TAKEN, NO FURTHER FOLLOWUP NECESSARY.

Assigned To: BURKHALTER, JIM  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 10:15 AM

Disposition: ZACH INTERVIEWED AND GAVE COMPLETE STATEMENT. THIS IS A NEW STATEMENT THAT NEEDS A CONTROL NUMBER, THEN CLOSED. ZACH CARTAYA WITNESSED SANDERS BEING SHOT, BUT DID NOT INDICATE HE SAW THE SHOOTER. ZACH CARTAYA MADE THAT OBSERVATION FROM THE CHOIR ROOM DOORWAY. ZACH CARTAYA LATER HIDES IN CHOIR ROOM 'OFFICE' UNTIL EVACUATED BY SWAT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/24/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3715

SOURCE: Zack Cartaya
Affiliation: Student CHS Senior
Phone Number: 303-973-3449

Prepared by: Jim Burkhalter JCDA

Date: 5-14-99 Time: 2:00 P.M.

Narrative:
Zack was in Choir Room Office. Zack looked out into the hallway to see Mr. Sanders get shot. Ms. Millar yelled at Zack to get back into the room. He did. Zack said Brandon Reisbeck warned the people in the choir room. Zack and others helped usher students into the office and barricaded the door until rescue arrived. Zack did not see the shooters.

Categories

[Blank]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: __________ Time: __________

Assigned to: Burkhalter Date: 5/19/99

LEAD: Statement taken, no further follow-up necessary.

DISPOSITION: Zack interviewed and gave complete statement. This is a new statement that needs a control number.

JC-001-022798 Ppin - Lead

Lead Completed: 05/21/99
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3716

Method of Contact:
- [ ] In Person
- [ ] Telephone
- [ ] Observation
- [x] Written

Date: 5/19/99  Time: 12:45

Prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE:

Michael Chalupa is on the "A" lunch list.
G 311 W Arbor Ave  313-625-8135
M - Susan Anderson  313-589-0585
S E Victor Ander  313-374-8951
E John Chalupa  313-625-8135  313-838-5085

[Signature]

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

[Signature]

Categories

[Blank]

[Blank]

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)

Date

Time

Assigned to: Cen  S  PETERSEN

Date: 5/20/99

LEAD: Locate and Interview Michael Chalupa

[Signature]

Lead Completed: [Signature]

Disposition: Approximate 50-50 police on-site. Mother Susan Anderson declines to talk. "Our feelings are not what to be misunderstood because he was beaten having in hand some clothing with the shooting victim, and feels an untrained will make him talk." Team H Town Lewis. SMN Private name given to Susan. May she was told by Jason Price via contact her daughter Michael. In the evening I did not know. The same is the data collection in the figure or not.

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White: Original

Yellow: Rapid Start

Pink: Lead

JC-001-022800
DOUG JOHNSON STATED HE WAS TEACHING SCIENCE IN ROOM 3. GAVE NAME, ALYSA BERNARD, AS BEING IN CLASS AT TIME OF SHOOTING.

INTERVIEW ALYSA BERNARD.

BERNARD HEARD GUNSHOTS, NEVER SAW GUNMEN. SHE WAS HIDING IN HER CLASSROOM. REPORT ATTACHED. NOTHING FURTHER.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  JOHNSON
Affiliation:  SALE SCIENCE TEACHER
Phone Number:  207-756-4707

Prepared by:  JULIA CALLAGHAN

Date:  5/15/97  Time:  2:00 PM

CONTROL NUMBER:  2/11

Method of Contact:
- In Person  - Telephone
- Observation  - Written

NARRATIVE:  SOURCE STATED HE WAS TEACHING SCIENCE IN ROOM 3 BUT NAME AYLESA BERNARD AS BEING IN CLASS AT TIME OF SHOOTING

Narrative reviewed by:  LUCY

Categories

SST

STU

SST

Assigned to:  CALLING EILEN

Date:  5/15/97

/LEAD:  INTERVIEW AYLESA BERNARD

DISPOSITION:  BERNARD HEARD GUNSHOTS
NEVER SAW GUNSHOT SHE WAS HIDING IN NEW CLASSROOM
NEVER AT SCHOOL

Lead Completed:  4/05/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: JOHNSON, DOUG
Affiliation: CHS TEACHER
Phone Number: (303) 986-0907
Prepared by: GALLAGHER, MIKE

Control Number: DN3718
Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 4:30 PM
I&I/JEFCO DA
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DOUG JOHNSON HAD SCIENCE CLASS DURING SHOOTINGS. HIS ROOM #3 DOWN HALL FROM LIBRARY. MR SANDERS WAS BROUGHT TO HIS ROOM. PROVIDED CLASS ROSTER. DUSTIN RISSLINDER PART OF CLASS ROSTER.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW SCIENCE STAFF - CHS
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW DUSTIN RISSLINDER.

Assigned To: GALLAGHER, MIKE Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 10:21 AM

Disposition: RISSMILLER INTERVIEWED. SAW FIRE FROM MOLOTOV COCKTAIL THROWN. HE NEVER SAW GUNMEN. HE SAW MR SANDERS WHEN HE WAS BROUGHT TO MR JOHNSON'S ROOM. HE SAW MS MILLER PUT OUT FIRE WITH FIRE EXTINGUISHER. NOTHING FURTHER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 05/19/1999

Lead Control Number: DN3718

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Justin Gallaher
Affiliation: Keiser University Science
Phone Number: 305 769-5909

Prepared by: Justin Gallaher

CONTROL NUMBER: 2712

Method of Contact:

Date: 5/17/99 Time: 4:00p

NARRATIVE: Source had science class during shootings. His room is down hall from library. He heard shots brought to his room. Source reviewed class roster to be sure Reisman was part of class roster.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories: I [ ] L [ ] M [ ] S [ ]

√ Assigned to: Justin Gallaher

√ LEAD: Interview Justin Reisman

DISPOSITION: Reisman interviewed first. Fire from motorola cocktail thrown. He received burn on right hand. He then ran to the Johnson's room. He saw Reisman pull out fire extinguisher.

Lead Completed: 5/19/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022804 Pink - Lead

LOCATE AND INTERVIEW DANIELLE CHAVEZ. 5-6-84

DANIELLE SAID THAT SHE LEFT THE SCHOOL AT ABOUT 11:20 HRS FOR LUNCH. SHE DID NOT KNOW ABOUT ANYTHING THAT HAPPENED IN THE SCHOOL. SHE WALKED THROUGH THE CAFETERIA EARLIER THAT MORNING, BUT DID NOT SEE ANYTHING IN THE CAFETERIA.
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3719

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/13/99 Time: 13:15

ICE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: 714-759-2500

Prepared by: [Redacted]

NARRATIVE:
Danielle Chavez is on the "A" lunch list.

List:
- 5580 W. Caryle
- 979-6129
- M. Francis Lowery 458-8679
- KS Kick 777-6771

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories:
INT
STU

Time Value: [Redacted]
(Circle text to be entered) Date: 5/23/1999

Assigned to: [Redacted]

LEAD: LOCATE AN INTERVIEW WITH Daniell Chavez 5-1-84

5580 W. Caryle
VIN 60 80123
303-979-6129

JG-001-022806

DISPOSITION: Tanngil said that she left the school at about 11:30 for lunch. She did not know anything that happened in the school. She walked through the certificates earlier that morning, and did not see anyone in the school.

Lead Completed: 060799

Yellow - Rapid Start

White - Original

Pink - Lead

Last updated at 11:15
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN


Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS
Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW WEN CHOU. DUPLICATE LEAD #3149, ASSIGNED TO TERRY PACZOSA.

Assigned To: LAUCK, JOHN
Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:02 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED WEN CHOU. SHE WAS ON MAIN FLOOR IN A CLASSROM NEXT TO THE TECHNOLOGY LAB. SHE HEARD SCREAMING AND GUNSHOTS. SHE STAYED IN THE CLASSROOM UNTIL BROUGHT OUT BY SWAT OFFICERS SOME THREE HOURS LATER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED 
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3720

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/18/99  Time: 13:45

NARRATIVE:
Wen Chow is on the "A" lunch list.
8143 0 QUARTO AVE
m - YUAN 372 4111
F - HONG 389 6146

Narrative reviewed by: LI CIAN

Time Value: (Circle text to be entered) Date: Date: 5/19/99

Assigned to: John Liu - JCOA

LEAD: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW WEN CHOW

Deep Lead: #3149 Adminstrative Task For Good

DISPOSITION: Interviewed WEN CHOW. SHE WAS OUT MAID
FLOOR IN A CLASSROOM NEXT TO THE TECHNOLOGY LAB.
SHE HEARD SCREAMING AND GUNSHOTS. SHE STAYED IN THE CLASS ROOM
UNTIL BROUGHT OUT BY SWAT OFFICERS SOME THREE HOURS LATER.

Lead Completed: 06/09

Language Class

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead

JC-001-022808
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:40 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

I&I/DENVER PD (Component/Agency)


Event Date:  Event Time: References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW SCOTT CARLIN. DUP LEAD #3659, ASSIGNED TO LONNIE LOCK

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:01 PM
Disposition: DUP LEAD, SEE 3659

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/21/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Scott Carlin,美景11
Affiliation: DPN
Phone Number: 760-7599
prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE: Scott Carlin is on the "A" lunch list
6083 W Indore Pl 973 9313
Mark 830 8805
Mark 755-6704

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

[ ] Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: 5/18/99

Assigned to: LUCIANO

LEAD: Locate and interview Scott Carlin

Dup lead p3659 - not assigned yet.

DISPOSITION:

[ ] DUPLICATE LEAd

Lead Completed: 06/1991
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

JC-001-022810

[ ] continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 2:40 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
I&I/DENVER PD
( Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: JACOB CARY IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 4882 S. KIPLING WAY, 973-4020,

Event Date:  Event Time  References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required?  YES

Lead Control Number: DN3722
Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JACOB CARY.

Assigned To: ATANASIO, RUSS  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:00 PM
Disposition: WAS OUT TO LUNCH, COULD PROVIDE NO INFORMATION OF RELEVANCE RE ASSOCIATES, SIGHTINGS, ETC. NO REPORT REQUIRED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/03/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3722

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/18/79 Time: 1440

ICE: Sgt. Calvin Hampill
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 89-760-7579

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Hampill (DPD)

NARRATIVE:
Jacob Cary is on the "A" lunch list

882 S. Kilbourne Wy
977 9020

M. Chapple
312003 982 1970

F. Nathan
707 5721

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Ross Atanasio - FBI
Date: 5/20/1979

LEAD: Locate and interview Jacob Cary

DISPOSITION:
No report required

Report Not Required

Lead Completed: 89060399 Off Campus

Lead Completed:

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY    Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599    Information Received Date: 05/18/1999    Time: 1:40 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JEREMY CARUSO IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6469 S. YUKON ST., 979-5044,
MOM: SANDI: 850-2089, DAD: TONY: 979-5044

---

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL    Lead Required? YES

---

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JEREMY S. CARUSO. 02 08 81

---

Assigned To: ERZEN, LARRY    Date: 05/20/1999    Time: 3:37 PM

Disposition: JEREMY ARRIVED AT SCHOOL ON THE INCIDENT DATE AT 0820 HOURS
WHERE HE ATTENDED HIS SECOND PERIOD VIDEO CLASS. JEREMY LEFT SCHOOL AT 0930 WITH HIS FRIEND CHRIS JONES AND NICK ZUPANCIC. THEY WENT TO NICKS HOME. JEREMY DIDN'T SEE ANYTHING OUT OF THE ORDINARY AT SCHOOL.

---

Lead Reviewed by: SL    Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/04/1999

---

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROLLER: 5th Calumet Hospital 11
Affiliation: FFD
Phone Number: (812) 560-7599
Prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE: Jeremy Caruso is on the "A" lunch list 9/5/99 50481
(4475 5/14 97 29 50481
L. Sand 050-9082 04055 90682
F Tony 5715044

Narrative reviewed by: LHSANO

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: LARRY ERZEN - JCS D

LEAD: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JEREMY CARUSO 020881

DISPOSITION: JEREMY ARRIVED AT SCHOOL ON THE INSTRUCTED DATE AT 0820 HOURS WHERE HE ATTENDED HIS SECOND GRADE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASS. JEREMY LEFT SCHOOL AT 0930 WITH HIS FRIENDS. CHARIS TAYLOR AND TRENT ONZUANIA. THEY WENT TO THEIR HOME. JEREMY DIDN'T SEE ANYTHING OUT OF THE ORDINARY. Continued

Lead Completed: 9060399 Off Campus

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-022814
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:40 PM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
I&I/DENVER PD (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JACQUELINE CAMPBELL IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6422 W. WEAVER DR.,

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JACQUELINE CAMPBELL.

Assigned To: HOLLOWAY, LINDA  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:31 PM

Disposition: OBTAIN INFO ON JACQUELINE CAMPBELL THRU SISTER & MOTHER. SHE WAS NOT AVAILABLE. SHE WAS NOT IN SCHOOL APRIL 20. ONLY AFTERNOON CLASSES. HAD 1 CLASS LAST YEAR W/ ERIC HARRIS. NO ASSOCIATION W/ TCM OR KNOWLEDGE OF ACTIVITY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/10/1999

JC-001-022815

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3724

Method of Contact:
- Telephone

Date: 5/13/99 Time: 12:40

NARRATIVE:
Jacqueline Campbell is on the "A" lunch list. She was last seen Friday 12/16/89.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
- Req
- STU

Assigned to: Lina Holloway - CBI Date: 5/21/99

LEAD: locate and interview Jacqueline Campbell

DISPOSITION:
Obtain info on Jacqueline Campbell from staff writer. She was not available. She was not in school on April 29. Only spoke with Ms. Harris. No association with TCM or knowledge of acting.

Lead Completed: 060399 Off campus

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 1:40 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ADAM CAMPBELL IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6232 S. DEPEW CT., 794-1348,

Event Date:  Event Time  References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW ADAM CAMPBELL.

Lead Control Number: DN3725

Assign To: MEANS, JERRY  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:29 PM

Disposition: ADAM CAMPBELL STATED HE WAS HOME FROM SCHOOL FOR "A" LUNCH
AND KNEW NOTHING OF THE SHOOTING UNTIL HE ATTEMPTED TO RETURN. HE STATED AN UNKNOWN FEMALE AT LEAWOOD PARK TOLD HIM NOT TO GO BACK BECAUSE THERE WAS A SHOOTING. HE STATED STUDENT JESSICA CAVE TOLD HIM SHE SAW 10 SHOOTERS. REPORT ATTACHED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Date: 07/08/1999

JC-001-022817

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3725

SOURCE: St. Calvins Tr. 1111
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 272-7599

Prepared by:  

Date: 5/18/89 Time: 13:40

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES  

NARRATIVE: Adam Campbell is on the "A" lunch list
6230 S. DePaul 754-1398
AI = Jim = 754-1398
AL = Dave = 734-1234
Left message 1st time Campbell 5/24/89 4:20
2nd time Adam 5/10-1104 paper
Narrative reviewed by: LUCAS

Categories

TATT    STH

Time Value:  
(Circle text to be entered) Date: Time: 

Assigned to: Lincoln Holloway - CAI Date: 5/23/1989

LEAD: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW Adam Campbell
303-794-1348 6232 S. DePaul 86 629-65-0606
Lilleyton 80123

Mom: Time Ok 794-1348
Dad: Jim 734-1234

DISPOSITION: Campbell stated he was here from school for a lunch and wore nothing of the shooting until he attempted to return. He stated he took foods @ DePaul from his mom to go back because there was a shooting. He stated student witness have told him she saw 10 shooters.

Report Attached

Lead Completed:  
Pink - Lead

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022818

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 1:35 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JESSICA BROWN IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6814 S. WEBSTER ST., 933-0669,
MOM: JOYCE: 933-0669, DAD: JESS: 744-4233

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JESSICA BROWN.

Assign To: LAUCK, JOHN Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:29 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED JESSICA BROWN. ON LIST OF TRENCH COAT MEMBERS AND
ASSOCIATES SHE IS "JESS"(LNU). SHE WAS AT TABLE WITH ALEX MARSH,
NICOLE MARKHAM, PATRICK LEIKER, AND KRISTA HANLEY. SHE OBSERVED
DYLAN THROW SOMETHING. HEARD A "POP" SHE RAN UPSTAIRS, AND
OUT THE BUILDING VIA HALLWAY EAST TO LEAWOOD PARK.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3726

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/19/99
Time: 13:25

Prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE: Jessica Brown is on the "A" lunch list

6914 3rd St, 933-6669

910-763-9330 6669
655-744 4833

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIA

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STH

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: John Lauer - JC DA Date: 5/21/1999

LEAD: Locate and interview Jessica Brown

DISPOSITION: Interviewed Jessica Brown. On list of French coat members and associates she is "Jess" in our. She was at table with Alex Marsh, Nicole Markham, Patrick Leiker, and Krista Hanley. She observed Dylan throw something and head upstairs, and go out the building via hallway east to Ewood Park.

Lead Completed: [initial]

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022820 Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999
Time: 1:35 PM

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)


Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3727

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JANNA BUCHL. DOB 04-04-84. 7067 S PIERCE CT LTN, 80123 972-3923.

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE
Date: 05/20/1999
Time: 3:28 PM

Disposition: JANNA BUCHL LEFT THE SCHOOL FOR LUNCH AT ABOUT 11:10 HRS. SHE DID NOT SEE ANYTHING. SHE DID WALK THROUGH THE CAFETERIA AT ABOUT 0730 HRS, BUT DID NOT SEE ANY DUFFEL BAGS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? Date: 06/11/1999

JC-001-022821

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3720

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/18
Time: 19:35

GE: Ed Calvin

Affiliation: PD

Phone Number: 760-7599

Prepared by: Sam

NARRATIVE: Janna Buch is on the "A" lunch list 7067 S Pierce Ct
- Riviera 972-3923
- Cas 972-9720

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

INT STU

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Lonni 067-JCSO

LEAD: Locate and Interview Janna Buch

04-04 By 7067 S Pierce Ct

LTN 80123

972-3923

DISPOSITION: Janna left the school for lunch at about 11:00 A.M. She did not see anything. She did walk through the cafeteria at about 07:30 A.M., but did not see any dead bodies.

JC-001-022822

Lead Completed: 806039 Off Campus

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN


Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT-CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW KELLY BURGESSER

Assigned To: MCGLYNN, GEORGE
Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:27 PM

Disposition: BURGESSER WAS IN THE CAFETERIA WHEN THE INCIDENT BEGAN. SHE WAS BY THE STUDENT ENTRANCE AND RAN THRU THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE HALL. BURGESSER DID NOT SEE THE SUSPECTS OR ANY LARGE DUFFLE BAGS OR BACK PACKS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/10/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3728

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/19/99
Time: 13:35

Prepared by: [signature]
Prepared: 2/28/99

NARRATIVE:
Kelly Burgess is on the 'A' lunch list.

2572 S. 15th St. 919 766-9
- Jacque Jules
  5-7-5 915-6
  S 3 8 71

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories:
- TNT
- SHT

Time Value: [CIRCLE] (Circle text to be entered)
Date: ________
Time: ________

Assigned to: [signature] McGlynn - LPO
Date: 5/12/1999

LEAD:
Locate and interview Kelly Burgess.

DISPOSITION:

Burgess was in the cafeteria when the incident began. She was by the student entrance and ran thru the Foreign Language Hall. Burgess did not see the suspect or any large duffle bags or backpacks.

Lead Completed: [signature]
White - Original

JC-001-022824

Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: VERONICA BOWIE IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 7363 S. VANCE ST., 978-9261,
MOM: EDIE: 978-9261.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3729

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW VERONICA LEA BOWIE DOB 01/20/83 7363 S
       VANCE ST 978-9261

Assigned To: PETERSON, ART Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:19 PM
Disposition: WAS NOT IN CAFETERIA ON 04/20/99-MOTHER ADVISED THAT ON 04/20/99
VERONICA WENT OUT TO LUNCH, AND WHEN SHE RETURNED TO
COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL, THE ROADS WERE BLOCKED AND SHE COULD
NOT RETURN TO SCHOOL

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/04/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3729

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/19/99 Time: 12:30

CE: Sgt. Calvin Henderson
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 54-760-7599
Prepared by: Somr

NARRATIVE:

Veronica Bowie is on the "A" lunch list
2363 S. Van Buren St. 971-971-978
LUCIANO - EDIE - 978 9781

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT ----------------- STU ----------------- 

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: Art Ateson - LCS

Lead: Locate and Interview Veronica Bowie

7363 S. Van Buren St. 98-99-99-99

Send Bowie

DISPOSITION: Was not in attendance on 12/1999 - Mother advised that on 1/1999

Veronica went out to lunch, and when she returned to Columbus High School,

the teachers were shocked and she could not return to school.

JC-001-022826

Lead Completed: Off campus

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

--- continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 17A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY   Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
Information Received Date: 05/18/1999   Time: 1:30 PM

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JESSE BOYER IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 6521 W. BRITANY PL., 798-9070,

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW   STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL   Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JESSE BOYER.

Assignment Number: REKER, RICK
Date: 05/20/1999   Time: 3:18 PM
Disposition: JESSE BOYER WAS IN LUNCHROOM AT 10:15-LEFT AT 11:00 TO GO OUT TO
LUNCH-DID NOT SEE ANYTHING UNUSUAL- SITTING AT REBEL CORNER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL   Lead Completed? Date: 06/18/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Sgt. Calvin Neaphil
Affiliation: DPD
Phone Number: 520-7599
Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Neaphil (DPD)

NARRATIVE:
Jesse Boyer is on the "A" lunch list
6521 W. Brittany Pl. 798-9070
M - Cindy 710-0230
E - Sallie 417-7773

Date: 5/18/99 Time: 1320

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

categories:
INT

Time Value: (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Rich River 5/20/99

LEAD: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JESSE BOYER
6521 W. BRITTANY PL.
798-9070

CALL AFTER 1830/5.20.99

DISPOSITION:
IN LUNCHROOM AT 10:15 - LEFT AT 11:00 TO GO
GOT TO LUNCH - DID NOT SEE ANYTHING UNUSUAL -
SITTING AT REBEL CORNER

Lead Completed: 06/17/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HOLLOWAY, LINDA
Affiliation: CBF
Phone Number: (303) 239-4218
Prepared by: HOLLOWAY, LINDA

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 8:30 AM

Event Narrative: JASON SAMUEL SANDS - TWIN BROTHER OF ADAM SANDS- IN SCHOOL 4-20-99.
JASON SAMUEL SANDS, 8072 S VANCE ST, LITTLETON, CO 80128, 979-9037.

Event Date:  Event Time: References:
Categories: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW SAMUEL SANDS AND BROTHER ADAM SANDS

Assign To: HOLLOWAY, LINDA  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 11:12 AM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED SAMUEL SANDS AND TWIN BROTHER ADAM ON 5-7-99.
HEARD FIRE ALARM GO OFF AND RAN OUT OF SCHOOL.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed?  Date: 05/19/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3731

SOURCE: Liana Holloway
Affiliation: CAF
Phone Number: 703-239-4218

Prepared by: Liana Holloway
Date: 5/17/99 Time:

NARRATIVE: Jason Samuel Sands - Twin Brother of
Adam Sands - in school 4/22/99 -

Jason Samuel Sands
7075 S. Vance Street
Arlington Co 22212
979-9027

continued

Narrative reviewed by: Esther

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Liana Holloway

LEAD:

DISPOSITION: Interviewed Samuel Sands and his brother Adam
on May 7, 1999. Heard that team was off for a tea and out of school.

JC-001-022830

Lead Completed: Liana Holloway

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN3732

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HEMPHELL, CALVIN
Affiliation: DENVER P.D.
Phone Number: (303) 760-7599
Prepared by: HEMPHELL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/18/1999 Time: 1:30 PM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JACINDA BORZYCH IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST, 10577 W. ROXBURY AVE., 833-7269, MOM: SUSAN; 982-2574, DAD: CHARLES; 472-8694

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHR

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW JACINDA BORZYCH

Lead Control Number: DN3732

Assigned To: RUSSELL, MIKE
Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:17 PM

Disposition: CONTACTED JACINDA BORZYCH ON 5/21/99, AT WHICH TIME SHE CONFIRMED BEING ASSIGNED TO 'A' LUNCH, HOWEVER HAD LEFT THE SCHOOL GROUNDS WITH KRISTIN FINK, MEGHAN LEBSSACK, AND SHANNON KEFFE AND GONE TO THE SOUTHWEST PLAZA MALL. REPORTS SEEING A BLACK BMW ENTERING THE SENIOR PARKING LOT FROM FIERCE ST AS SHE WAS LEAVING THE LOT BETWEEN 1110-1115. SHE COULD PROVIDE NO INFORMATION RELATIVE TO THE OCCUPANTS OF THE VEHICLE.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/08/1999

JC-001-022831

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3732

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/18/99 Time: 12:30

Prepared by: Same

NARRATIVE: Janinda Berych is on the "A" Lunch List. 2377 W. Roxbury Ave. 933-7869
- Susan 942-2529
- Charles 472-8694

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
- TNT
- STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Mike Russell - TCA Date: 5/20/99

LEAD: Locate and Interview Janinda Berych

Contacted on 5-21-99, at which time she confirmed being

DISPOSITION: Assigned to "A" Lunch, however had left the school grounds with Kristen Fink, Meagan Lebsack and Shannon Kefee and gone to the Southwest Plaza Mall. Reports seeing a black BMW entering the senior parking lot from Pierce St. as she was leaving the lot between 11:10-11:15. She could provide no information relative to the occupants of the vehicle. (No Report) ZIP

Lead Completed: Off Camp

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

LOCATE AND INTERVIEW DENISE BOWERS.

05-25-99 HAS "A" LUNCH BUT WAS NOT AT SCHOOL THE MORNING OF 04-20-99. SHE WAS HOME AND WAS DRIVING TO SCHOOL APPROX. 11:40 WHEN SHE WAS STOPPED BY THE POLICE BARRICADE AT PIERCE & LEAWOOD. SHE DID NOT KNOW HARRIS & KLEBOLD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? Yes  Date: 06/08/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3733

Method of Contact:

- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/13/99
Time: 1330

PREPARED BY: [Signature]

NARRATIVE: Denise Powers is on the "A" Lunch List

- [Signature]

NARRATIVE reviewed by: [Signature] LUCIANO

Categories

INT

STU

[ ] Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)

Date

Time

Assigned to: [Signature] KAALA SANGER

LEAD: [Signature] ANJI INTERVIEW DENISE POWERS

DISPOSITION: 05-25-99 Was A lunch but was not at school the morning of
05-20-99. She was home and was driving to school around 1145 when she was
stopped by the police barricade at Picnic - laughed. She did not know
Vance - Kistler.

Lead Completed: [Signature] Off Campus

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY   Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HERRERA, ROBBIE
Affiliation: VICTIM ADVOCATE-COVA
Phone Number: (303) 861-1160   Information Received Date: 05/19/1999   Time: 9:30 AM
Prepared by: CLYMAN, GARY
I/COLORADO ATTORNEY GENERAL
(Component/Agency)
Method of Contact
○ In Person   ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation   ○ Written

Event Narrative: STUDENT TEACHER JANET ETCHART WAS IN CHS DURING SHOOTING-
WANTS TO BE INTERVIEWED.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS
Event Reviewed by: SL   Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3734
Lead:
INTERVIEW JANET ETCHART (303) 988-5746.

Assigned To: SCHOSHKE, CRAIG   Date: 06/18/1999   Time: 3:21 PM
Disposition:
ON 06/18/99 TALKED WITH JANET ETCHART WHO SAID SHE HAD ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED BY A DETECTIVE WHO SHE THOUGHT WAS FROM THE FBI. SEE #3001

Lead Reviewed by: SL   Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 07/01/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Jacob Simmons - V.-M. Alfaro*
Affiliation: LVA
Phone Number: 213-437-1155
Prepared by: Mary Chrisman - D.O. Att'y/CNL
Date: 2/19/99
Time: 9:30

NARRATIVE:

Student-4th grade Timothy E. Chart was in class on 1.1.1.
Middle school

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES continued

Categories

INT
STA

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time:

Assigned to: [Signature]

LEAD: [Signature] Date: [Signature]

DISPOSITION: On 6-18-99 talked with Timothy E. Chart at OSU. She had already
been interviewed by a detective who she thought was from
the FBI. DIP #3001

JC-001-022836

Lead Completed: [Signature] 06/28/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: DUNNEBECK, DAN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number:
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK
Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 8:30 AM

I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: STEPHANIE BRESEE, 7265 S. WEBSTER ST., 303-933-5826, WENT TO
COLUMBINE LIBRARY W/CLUDY BARKER AND ALLEGEDLY SAW ONE OF THE
SUBJECTS, WHO ADVISED HE HAD GRADUATED FROM CHS LAST YEAR AND
THAT HE WAS COMING BACK ON 04-20-99 TO INITIATE THE INCIDENT. THIS
PERSON ALSO HAD A WEBSITE: 'REBEL.COM'
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Dunleavy
Affiliation: IT & CO
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: 161st/171st, FBI

Date: 6/19/97 Time: AM

NARRATIVE: Stephanie Bresser, 1285 S. Webster St., IL
And allegedly saw one of the shooters, who advised he had
traveled from CO the night before, that he was coming back W/ a
girl to initiate the incident. This person also had a blue clip.

"Hello, Columbine"

Narrative reviewed by: X Lead Set? (Y/N): V continued

Categories

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: J. WATKINS, 1st IIO, PD Date: OSN 97
LEAD: Interview Stephanie Bresser Re her alleged contact
w/ one of the CO shooters. Subjects at the C-Library
Account.

Disposition: Bresser was in PE at the time of the shooting. Hid with
classmates in equipment closet, then fled to C-Library.
While at library she spoke to Sally Melfi, who told her that a
friend of a friend said the incident had been planned for 6 months.

JC-001-022838

82052799 continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: DUNNEBECK, DAN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Control Number: DN3736
Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 8:30 AM

Method of Contact
○ In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: CYNTHIA (CINDY) BARKER, DOB/01-14-84, 5644 W. LEAWOOD, TEL/303-797-7618, WENT TO COLUMBINE LIBRARY AND ALLEGEGLY SAW ONE OF THE SUBJECTS WHO ADVISED HE HAD GRADUATED FROM CHS LAST YEAR AND THAT HE WAS COMING BACK ON 04-20-99 TO INITIATE THE INCIDENT. THIS INDIVIDUAL ALSO HAD A WEBSITE, 'REBEL.COM.' STEPHANIE BRESEE WAS ALSO PRESENT W/BARKER AT COLUMBINE LIBRARY.

Event Date:  
Categories: INTERVIEW  OTHER - NON COLUMBINE S

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3736

Lead: INTERVIEW CINDY BARKER RE HER CONTACT W/ONE OF THE CHS SHOOTING SUBJECTS AT THE COLUMBINE LIBRARY.

Assigned To: WATSON, J  Date: 05/24/1999  Time: 1:25 PM

Disposition: BARKER HAD NO KNOWLEDGE OF THE LEAD. SHE WAS IN GYM WHEN SHOOTING STARTED AND HID IN EQUIPMENT ROOM WITH OTHERS UNTIL DIRECTED FROM BUILDING BY TEACHER. THEY WENT TO THE UNDER CLASS PARKING AREA AT CLEMENT PARK, THEN TO COLUMBINE LIBRARY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 05/27/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 2736

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: [Redacted]

Prepared by: [Redacted]
Date: [Redacted] Time: [Redacted]

NARRATIVE:

[Narrative text is cut off and not fully legible]

Narrative reviewed by: [Redacted]

Categories

[Fields for categories are empty]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: [Redacted] Time: [Redacted]

Assigned to: [Redacted]

LEAD: [Redacted]

Time: [Redacted]

DISPOSITION: [Redacted]

[Signature] 052799

JC-001-022840
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BARNETT, MIKE
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (303) 629-7171  Information Received Date: 05/18/1999  Time: 8:30 AM
Prepared by: BARNETT, MIKE  I&I/FBI
(Consultant/Agency)

Event Narrative: TIM WILLIAMS, CHS TEACHER, REPORTEDLY OBSERVED TWO SUSPECTS OUTSIDE IN TRENCH COAT BEFORE THEY BEGAN SHOOTING.

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:  DN1237  DN2350
Categories: STAFF - CHS  SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW TIM WILLIAMS FOR DETAILS. DUPLICATE LEAD DN 1237, DN 2350.

Lead Control Number: DN3737

Assigned To: MOORE, GLENN  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:59 PM

Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD TO CN# DN1237. INVESTIGATOR J. BURKHALTER INTERVIEWED A TIM WILLIAMS, DOB/08-03-56, WHOM IS A LOCKSMITH FOR R-1 SCHOOLS. THIS REPORT IS COMPREHENSIVE. WILLIAMS PROVIDED DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF TWO SUSPECTS NEAR THE DOUBLE (AIR LOCK) DOORS ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE BUILDING, JUST AS THEY BEGAN SHOOTING. SEE DUPLICATE LEAD #1237 FOR REPORT. NO NEW INTERVIEW OR REPORT COMPLETED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 05/25/1999

JC-001-022841

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3737

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/19/99
Time: 1:00

SOURCE: MIKE BARTON
Affiliation: (Redacted)
Phone Number: (803) 293-7171

Prepared by: MIKE BARTON

NARRATIVE:
Tim Williams, the teacher reportedly observed two men entering the school before the began shooting.

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

CIA
WEI
SUS

Time Value: 
(Circle text to be entered) Date: 
Time: 

Assigned to: GLENN MOORE - GOR - PD
Date: 5/20/99

LEAD: Interview Tim Williams on details.

DUPLICATE INFO: DN 1237 2350

--- continued

DISPOSITION: DUPLICATE LEAD TO ON # DN1237. INVESTIGATOR J. BURKHARDT INTERVIEWED A TIM WILLIAMS (DOB 02/03/52) WHO IS A LOCKSMITH FOR 2-L SCHOOL. THIS REPORT IS COMPREHENSIVE. WILLIAMS PROVIDED DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SUSPECTS USED THE ROOFS ON THE SIDE OF THE BUILDING JUST AS THEY BEGAN SHOOTING.

SEE DUPLICATE Lead #1237 FOR REPORT

--- continued

Lead Completed:
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BARNETT, MIKE
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (303) 629-7171
Prepared by: BARNETT, MIKE

Event Narrative: WADE FRANK LEAVING CHS FOR LUNCH AND SAW SHOOTERS. FRANK IDS AS A SHOOTER. FRANK WITH TYLER JACKMAN.

Event Date: Event Time References DN1448
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3738
Lead: INTERVIEW WADE FRANK. DUPLICATE LEAD #1448-ASSIGNED TO KATE BATTAN.

Assigned To: MOORE, GLENN Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 4:01 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD #1448, WAS REVIEWED. INV. KATE BATTAN HAD CONDUCTED COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEW OF WADE ALAN FRANK, DOB/05-22-81, ON 04-20-99 AT ABOUT 1245 HOURS. INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS LEAD HAD BEEN ADDRESSED/COMPLETED.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 05/25/1999

JC-001-022843

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 8787

SOURCE: Mike Par

Affiliation: 

Phone Number: 205-629-7171

Prepared by: Mike Par

Date: 5/16/77

NARRATIVE:

Willie Frank Lawrie (CH #716) and

Cecil Williams (CH #728) were killed by a truck.

Frank Lawrie Tyrone Jackson.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

INV STU SUS WIT

Time Value: [ ] Date: Time:

Assigned to: Glenn Moore - Golo

LEAD: Jonathan W. Frank

DUP LED A A 1448 - KAE Cotton

DISPOSITION: DUPLICATE LEAD #1448, WAS REVIEWED. INV. KATE BATTEN

HAD CONDUCTED COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEW OF WADE ALAN FRANK

(BOB 022031) ON 04/20/99 AT ABOUT 12:45 HOURS. INFORMATION CONTINUED

IN THIS LEAD HAD BEEN ADDRESS/COMPLETED.

NO REPORT

Lead Completed: [16]

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-022844

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ERBERT, RACHEL
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-6322
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 8:40 AM
I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: RACHEL ERBERT INDICATES THAT BRIANNE ZIMMER WAS IN THE CAFETERIA WITH HER WHEN THIS OCCURRED.

Event Date:  
Event Time: INTERVIEW
Categories: CAFETERIA
References: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3739

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW BRIANNE ZIMMER. 5466 S. EVERETT WAY LITTLETON, CO 80123, 303932-6407, MARY 952-3820, GREGORY 973-2313

Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:41 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED ON 5/21/99 AT 1400 HRS. BRIANNE ZIMMER STATED THAT SHE WAS IN THE CAFETERIA AT THE TIME OF INCIDENT AND WAS SITTING AT TABLE X WITH FRIENDS RACHEL ERBERT, KRISTEN YOUNG, CRYSTAL ENNY, & KIM WOLLENBERG. SHE HEARD THE SHOTS & EXPLOSIONS. SHE DID NOT SEE THE GUNMAN.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/03/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED

JC-001-022845
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3739

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/20/99 Time: 0810

Prepared by: Seth Calvin Humphreys (DPD)

NARRATIVE:
Source indicates that Brianna Zimmer was in the cafeteria with her when this occurred.

Categories

---

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: [ ] DPD

LEAD: Locate + Interview Brianna Zimmer. 5466 S. Everet Way

Interactions with:
- Freshman - Will Page 303-832-6409
- Mary 982-3820
- Gregory 973-2313
- Littleton 80127

DISPOSITION: Interviewed on 5/20/99 at Noon. Witness stated that she was in the cafeteria at the time of incident and was sitting at table X with friends Rachel Erbert, Krysten Young, Crystal Enos, & Kim Wallenberg. She heard the shots & explosions. She did not see the gunman.

Lead Completed: [ ]

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-02246 continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WISE, STEPHANIE
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-1074
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: STEPHANIE WISE INDICATES THAT KATIE PATRICK WAS SITTING AT TABLE HH AND STEPHANIE HAD HEARD THAT THERE WAS A DUFFLE BAG UNDER THEIR TABLE.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References:  
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW KATHRYN PATRICK. 5490 S. JELLISON ST. LTN, 80123, 979-4977, FATHER- GARY 986-6761

Lead Control Number: DN3740

Assigned To: SHOTT, STEVE DPD  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:42 PM

Disposition: KATHRYN PATRICK WAS NOT IN CAFETERIA DURING "A", WAS IN SCIENCE ROOM WAITED THERE TILL SWAT TAKES THEM OUT. WAS IN CAFETERIA DURING PERIOD #3. REPORT NOT SUBMITTED/REQUIRED

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/23/1999

Control Number: DN3740

Method of Contact

☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☑ Written

I&I/DENVER PD
(Component/Agency)

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3740

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

SOURCE: St. John Wiser
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 973-1594

Prepared by: Sgt Calvin Humphill (DPO)
Date: 5/19/99 Time: 1000

NARRATIVE: Source indicates that Katie Patrick was sitting at table HH and source had heard that there was a duffle bag under their table.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories: TUT, CAF, STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: 8:41 080

LEAD: 5440 S. Jefferson St
Littleton 80123
979-4997

Father: Gary 986-6761

DISPOSITION: Was in cafeteria during period 3. Was in Science Room and waited there till SWAT took them out. Was in cafeteria during period #3

REPORT NOT SUBMITTED/REQUIRED

J C-001-022848

Lead Completed: 52

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: FUSELIER, DWAYNE
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number:
Prepared by: HOLSTLÄW, MARK

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 8:30 AM
18/I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW PARENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3741

Lead:
INTERVIEW JERRY ALBER AND ID THE OTHER PARENT HAVING A CONVERSATION WITH HIM WHEN THEY WERE APPROACHED BY A CHS STUDENT RESEMBLING ALEX MARSH. SET LEAD TO INTERVIEW THE OTHER PARENT AS WELL.

Assigned To: GEE, JACKIE Date: 05/24/1999 Time: 8:58 AM

Disposition: ALBER INTERVIEWED ON 05-22. HE ADVISED THAT ON 04-22, A GIRL NAMED "ALEX" MARSH TOLD HIM "THEY HAVE PLANNED THIS SINCE DECEMBER" REFERRING TO HARRIS AND KLEBOLD. SEE REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 05/26/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 3741

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date*: 5/19/17

Time*: AM

SOURCE: Lchter
Affiliation: 8B1
Phone Number:

Prepared by*: Lchter 8B1

NARRATIVE:
Jcrry Alber, father of CHS student Justin Alber
elephone (303) 777-4187, 888787, Crestline, CO, advised that he attended one of the CHS Memorial Services
on a local church on that same day after the shooting. After
the service, Jerry was discussing the shooting and another parent
when a student, who resembled Alex Marsh, intercepted them in their
conversation that she knew about the attack in Dec. 98.

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Set? (Y/N): V

Categories

INT PAR

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Tucker CGE 95 1

LEAD:
Interview Terry Alber and the other parent having
a conversation with him when they were approached by a
student resembling Alex Marsh. Set ideas to interview the
other child as well.

JC-001-022850

Disposition: Alber interviewed on 5/21. He claimed
that on 4/27 a girl named "Alex" told him: "They were going to burn the school down."

Referring to Burns and Keen.
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN3742

Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ERBERT, RACHEL
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 973-6322 Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 8:40 AM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN
I&I/DENVER PD (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:
SOURCE INDICATES THAT CATHERINE NELSON HAD A CONVERSATION WITH DUSTIN GORTON IN THE BAND ROOM ABOUT PROPANE GAS.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3742

Lead:
INTERVIEW CATHERINE NELSON ABOUT HER CONVERSATION WITH DUSTIN GORTON ABOUT THE COMBUSTIBLE QUALITIES OF PROPANE.

Assigned To: STEFFES, TIM Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:43 PM

Disposition:
CATHERINE NELSON WAS NOT IN CAFETERIA AT ALL ON MORNING OF 4/20. HER DISCUSSION ABOUT PROPANE OCCURRED LAST SEMESTER (FALL 98). THE BAND TEACHER HAD A SMALL PROPANE TANK THAT WAS LEFT IN THE CLASSROOM. WHEN DUSTIN PICKED IT UP SHE TOLD HIM IT WAS GAS AND TO PUT IT DOWN. HE SAID IT WASN'T FLAMMABLE. THAT WAS THE END OF THE DISCUSSION. SHE WASN'T EVEN SURE IT WAS PROPANE.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/10/1999

JC-001-022851

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3742

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/19/93
Time: 0840

CE: Rachel Erbert
Affiliation: STU/FRM
Phone Number: 973-6322

Prepared by: Sgt Calvin Humphill

Narrative:
Source indicates that Catherine Nelson had a conversation with Dustin Gorton in the band room about propane gas.

Categories

○ Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date: 5/20/1993

Assigned to: Tim Staff - LFO

LEAD: Interview Catherine Nelson about her conversation with Dustin Gorton about the combustible quality of propane.

Jill Nelson, 5/20/93

DISPOSITION:
She was not in cafeteria at all on March 24, 1993.

Discussion about propane occurred 1st semester (Fall 92). The band teacher had a small propane tank that was left in the classroom. When Dustin asked it up, she said it was gas, and to put it down. He said it wasn't flammable. That was the end of the discussion. She wasn't sure it was propane.

Lead Completed: [Signature] Off campus

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY   Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: GEURTS, JESSICA
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 972-8707
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: JESSICA GUERTS INDICATES THAT SHE OBSERVED 2 PARTIES IN TRENCH COATS AND IN A WHITE T-SHIRT WHEN THIS INCIDENT STARTED.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CRIME
WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING & WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW LINEUPS. FROM JESSICA GEURTZ.

Assigned To: VANECEK, FRANK Date: 07/28/1999 Time: 10:34 AM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED ON 8-10-99. JESSICA

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 07/28/1999

Lead Control Number: DN3743

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
Lead: OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW LINE UPS. FROM JESSICA GEURTS.

Assigned To: VANECEK, FRANK Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:44 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED ON 8-10-99. JESSICA GEURTS WAS AT SCHOOL IN CAFETERIA WHEN INCIDENT BEGAN. HID IN CAFETERIA. WAS UNABLE TO IDENTIFY TWO IN BLACK DRESS AND ONE IN WHITE T-SHIRT. RAN OUT OF SCHOOL BY GOING UP STAIRS AND OUT. SAW MR. SANDERS WITH BLOOD ON SHIRT NEAR STAIRS ON HER WAY OUT OF SCHOOL. WENT TO LUNCH WITH HARRIS ABOUT TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO INCIDENT, NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 07/26/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3743

SOURCE: Tanker Company - Geurts
Affiliation: 911-6001
Phone Number: 672-6707
Prepared by: Scott Calvin Ives 1/1 75-63
Date: 5/19/99 Time: 08:45

NARRATIVE: Source indicated that she observed aitzer in track coat and I in a white t-shirt when the incident occurred. See attached report.

Categories

CAF

LEAD: (Signature and contact information)

Jeremy Geurts 7/19-99

MESSAGE 08/69 12:30:56
80123

DISPOSITION: 10/10/99

INTERVIEWED ON 8-19-99. WAS AT SCHOOL IN CAFETERIA WHEN INCIDENT OCCURRED. NO IN CAFETERIA. WE WALKED INTO IDENTIFIES FELD IN BLACK DRESS AND I IN WHITE T-SHIRT. WENT OUT OF SCHOOL AS GOING UP TO REGO AND SAW MR. SOWERS WITH MONO ON SHIRT. MEDICINGS ON REENTRY OUT OF SCHOOL. WENT TO LUNCH WITH HARRIS ABOUT 10-15 PRIOR TO INCIDENT. NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE.

Lead Completed: 8/10/99

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: PAAVILAINEN, RENEE
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 932-0045  Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 9:45 AM
Prepared by: HEMPHILL, CALVIN

Event Narrative: RENEE PAAVILAINEN SAW AN UNKNOWN SHOOTER BY THE CAFETERIA. SEE ATTACHED REPORT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categories:</td>
<td>CAFETERIA</td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3744
Lead:

OBTAIN COMPLETE PHYSICAL, CLOTHING AND WEAPON DESCRIPTION. SHOW A LINE UP.

Assigned To: VONDENKAMP, PAT  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:45 PM
Disposition:

FOLLOW UP PHONE INTERVIEW W/ RENEE PAAVILAINEN ON 6/1 DISCRIPITION GIVEN: WM, STUDENT AGE, BLACK JACKET UNKNOWN LENGTH, EAR LENGTH BROWN HAIR, NO HAT, 5'6". NO WEAPON- PERSON RUNNING OUT OF CAFETERIA TOWARDS INSIDE STEPS. LINE UP NOT SHOWN. CHS STUDENT SARAH BROWN WITH HER IN KITCHEN.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✔  Date: 06/07/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3744

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/19/97
Time: 0945

Prepared by: Sgt. Calvin Heaglin (OPD)

NARRATIVE: Senior saw an unknown shooter by the cafeteria. See attached report.

Narrative reviewed by: [Signature]

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

□ Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)

[Signature] Assigned to: [Signature] - JCA

DATE: 5/19/97

VEAD: Obtain complete physical, clothing, weapon description. Show a lineup.

JCA-001-022857

DISPOSITION: Follow up phone interview with Steve Paulsen on call.

Disruption given: Wat student age, black jacket, medium height, dark
length brown hair, no hat 5'6". No weapon - person running out
of cafeteria towards inside door. Lineup not shown. CTS
Student Sarah Brown with her in kitchen.

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White: Original

Yellow: Rapid Start

Pink: Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: REDMERSKI, CHRIS
Affiliation: CHS TEACHER
Phone Number: (303) 933-7140
Prepared by: BROOKS, DAVID

Information Received Date: 05/14/1999  Time: 2:00 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: INTERVIEWED SOURCE ON 05-14-99. SOURCE WAS IN TEACHERS' LOUNGE ON 04-29- AT 11:12 HOURS. SOURCE EVENTUALLY HID INSIDE A MOP CLOSET IN KITCHEN UNTIL FREED BY SWAT AT ABOUT 1500 HOURS. SOURCE IDENTIFIED KITCHEN WORKER LAVERNE HELM AS BEING IN KITCHEN AND MOP CLOSET.

Event Date:  Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW KITCHEN WORKER LAVERNE HELM.

Assigned To: WRIGHT, RICK  Date: 05/20/1999  Time: 3:39 PM
Disposition: LAVERNE HELM WAS SERVING LUNCH IN THE CAFETERIA AT THE TIME OF THE SHOOTING.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/21/1999

JC-001-022858
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3745

Method of Contact:
- [ ] In Person
- [x] Telephone
- [ ] Observation
- [ ] Written

Date: 05/14/99
Time: 1400

SOURCE: AHOE REDA
Phone Number: H 933-7140

Prepared by: L.V. DAVE BRECKS

NARRATIVE: INTERVIEWED SOURCE ON 05/14/99. SOURCE WAS IN TEACHERS' LUNCH ON 04/20/99. SOURCE EVENTUALLY HID INSIDE A MOP CLOSET IN KITCHEN UNTIL FREEZ BY SWAT AT ABOUT 1500. SOURCE IDENTIFIED KITCHEN WORKER LAVERNE HELM AS BEING IN KITCHEN AND MOP CLOSET.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT
STA

[ ] Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: [K]hill INAGh - [E]BI

LEAD: [K]OCATE [I]NTVIEW KITCHEN WORKER LAVERNE HELM.

3643 S. Sheridan Blvd. #K4
Denver CO 80235
303-984-0460

DISPOSITION: Helm was serving lunch in the cafeteria at the time of the shooting. When the shooting started, Helm hid in the kitchen with several other students and staff. At one point, the gunman pointed a gun in the locked laundry room door and demanded entrance. Helm and the others remained in the kitchen laundry room until rescued by SWAT officers. Helm did not see the gunman and did not see any large duffle bags in the cafeteria.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: DUFF, JASON
Affiliation: STUDENT AT CHS
Phone Number: (303) 794-4199
Prepared by: GEE, JACKIE

Information Received Date: 06/19/1999 Time: 12:00 PM

I&I/ARAPAHOE COUNTY SO
( Component/Agency)


Event Date: 
Event Time: INTERVIEW
Categories: BOMBS
References: DN3111

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3746

Lead: CONTACT NATHAN VANDERAU AND INTERVIEW. DUP LEAD #32, ASSIGNED TO JOHN ELVIG. DUP LEAD #3111 ASSIGNED TO STEVE SHOTT. DOB: 12-09-81, 8031 SOUTH LAMAR ST., LITTLETON, CO 80128, 303-971-0536

Assigned To: MOORE, GLENN

Date: 05/24/1999 Time: 9:45 AM

Disposition: REVIEWED DUPLICATE LEADS #32 (ELVIG) AND #3111 (SHOTT) WHICH WERE DETERMINED TO HAVE NOT ADDRESSED THE INFORMATION REPORTED. RE-INTERVIEWED NATHAN VANDERAU, WHOM SAID HE DID NOT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS INFORMATION PROVIDED AND HAD NOT SAID, NOR IMPLIED ANYTHING ABOUT A BOMB IN THE TRASH CAN ON APRIL 19TH. CONTACTED INVESTIGATOR JACKIE GEE WHO CONFIRMED DUFF'S INFORMATION HAD BEEN THIRD PARTY, RUMOR. LEAD CLOSED AS UNSUBSTANTIATED.

Lead Reviewed by: KDE Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 05/26/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED JC-001-022860
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 37410

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: [Redacted]
Prepared by: [Redacted]

NARRATIVE:

[Handwritten text, partially legible] continued

Narrative reviewed by: LUCZAK

Categories: TNT, STM, BOM

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Lead Completed: [Signature]

DISPOSITION: REVIEWED DUPLICATE LEGOS #32 (ELVIC) # 3111 (SHOTT) WHICH WERE DETERMINED TO HAVE NOT ADDRESSED THE INFORMATION REQUESTED. RE-INTERVIEWED NATHAN VANDEBAU WHO SAID HE DID NOT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS INFORMATION PROVIDED AND HAD NOT SAID, NOS, OR IMPLIED THINKING ABOUT A BOMB IN THE TRASH CAN ON APRIL 19TH. CONTACTED INVESTIGATOR JACKIE SEE WHO CONFIRMED DUFF'S INFORMATION HAD BEEN THIRD PARTY, RUMOR. LEAD CLOSED AS UNSUBSTANTIATED.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: REPORT OF INV. GARY MUSE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number:
Prepared by: CLYMAN, GARY

Information Received Date: 05/12/1999 Time: 12:00 PM
I/COLORADO ATTORNEY GENERAL
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: BROOKS BROWN WAS INTERVIEW BY LPD AGENT LAUREL LICHTENBERG
AFTER THE SHOOTING.

Event Date:          Event Time:          References:
Categories:           INTERVIEW

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: RECONTACT LICHTENBERG TO CLARIFY BROWN'S STATEMENTS AS
REPORTED BY INV. MUSE.

Assigned To: WATSON, J Date: 05/24/1999 Time: 1:24 PM

Disposition: LICHTENBERG DID NOT SPEAK TO BROOKS BROWN. SHE SPOKE TO A
PSYCHOLOGY TEACHER, NAME UNKNOWN, WHO SAID HE & ANOTHER
TEACHER, NAME UNKNOWN, HAD TALKED TO BROWN WHEN THEY WERE
TRYING TO GET BACK TO THE SCHOOL AFTER LUNCH & BROWN TOLD
THEM HE HAD SEEN ERIC HARRIS & HE WAS CARRYING AN "ODD DUFFEL
BAG." THE TEACHER WAS ESCORTED TO AN INVESTIGATOR.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed?  Date: 05/26/1999

JC-001-022862
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: R evil of JNV GRY NISE 3 CT
Affiliation: Joso
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: CEMIAN - CELAC ATTNY V/ENL

NARRATIVE: Brooke Brown was interviewed by LPD Agent Laurel Lichtenberg after the shooting.

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Categories

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: 5/2/99 Time:

Assigned to: CEMIAN - CELAC ATTNY V/ENL Date: 5/2/99

LEAD: Lichtenberg did not speak to Brown. She spoke to a psychology teacher—name unknown—who said he was the other teacher—name unknown—had spoken to Brown when they were trying to get back to school after lunch. BROWN told them he had seen Eric Harris and he was carrying an "old duffel bag." The duffel bag was taken to the investigators.

DISPOSITION: Lichtenberg did not speak to BROWN. She spoke to a psychology teacher—name unknown—who said he was the other teacher—name unknown—had spoken to Brown when they were trying to get back to school after lunch. BROWN told them he had seen Eric Harris and he was carrying an "old duffel bag." The duffel bag was taken to the investigators.

Lead Completed: 5/2/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Control Number: 3747

Method of Contact:

In Person
Telephone
Observation
Written

Date: 5/2/99
Time: 12:00

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

JC-001-022863

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BRUNELL, JIM
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK
Event Narrative: TAMARA RUMER, A CHS TEACHER WHO LIVES IN SEDALIA, TELEPHONE (303) 688-0214, ADVISED THAT A CHS STUDENT, BROOKS BROWN, A TCM ASSOCIATE, HUNG OUT W/ A BUNCH OF TCM MEMBERS AT A HOUSE IN SEDALIA.

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 8:30 AM
I&I/FBI (Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW TAMARA RUMER RE HER KNOWLEDGE OF BROOKS BROWN. ID LOCATION/RESIDENT OF HOUSE IN SEDALIA WHERE TCM MEMBERS AND BROWN ALLGEDDLY HUNG OUT AT.

Assigned To: WATSON, J
Date: 05/24/1999 Time: 1:24 PM
Disposition: RUMER POINTED OUT ADDRESS WHERE BROWN WAS OBSERVED. 6846 W. CHEROKEE DR., SEDALIA. RESIDENT AT THAT LOCATION MATCHING GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ASSOCIATE IS NATHAN RONALD EDLUND, DOB/02-17-74. FOLLOW UP LEAD GENERATES.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 05/27/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3748

Method of Contact:

- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/17/77
Time: AM

Source: Jim Brantwijk
Affiliation: TPSO
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: WJF/MW

Narrative:

Tamara Rumer, a CHS Teacher, who lives in
Sedalia, Tel. (303) 677-0214, advised that a CHS Student,
Brooks Brown, a TCM Associate, hung out with a bunch
of TCM members at a house in Sedalia.

Narrative reviewed by: LIRCAND

Categories

IN  STA  TCM

Time Value: 
(Circle text to be entered)

Date: 5/17/77
Time: 2:47

Assigned to: WJF/MW

LEAD:

Interview Tamara Rumer re her knowledge of Brooks
Brown: (1) Location/Resident + house in Sedalia where
TCM members + Brown allegedly hung out at.

DISPOSITION:

Rumer pointed out address where Brown was observed.
6846 W. Cherokee Dr., Sedalia. Resident at that location,
matching general description of Associate is Nathan Walden
EOHARD, DOB 02-17-74.

Lead Completed: 4/20/77

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-022865

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BRUNELL, JIM
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number:
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Event Narrative: MONA MADDEN, CHS EMPLOYEE, TEL (303) 798-4255, WAS ALLEGEDLY THREATENED BY A CHS STUDENT AND TCM MEMBER, DAVID CARAVAN. CARAVAN WAS ALSO A FRIEND OF HARRIS AND KLEBOLD.

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 8:30 AM
I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW MONA MADDEN CONCERNING HER CONTACTS AND KNOWLEDGE OF DAVID CARAVAN.

Assigned To: VONDEROHME, JIM Date: 06/09/1999 Time: 10:36 AM

Disposition: DET. VONDEROHME INTERVIEWED ROMONA MADDEN ON 5-24-99, WHO ADVISED SHE HAS BEEN THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY @ CHS FOR THE LAST 5 YEARS. SHE SAID THAT DURING SPRING, 1998, DAVID CARAVAN MADE THREATS & CALLED HER & HER AIDE OBSCENE NAMES SINCE THEY REFUSED TO GIVE HIM A REFUND ON YEARBOOK MONEY. SHE DESCRIBED HIM AS BEING A "STRANGE" PERSON WHO ALWAYS DRESSED IN BLACK. SHE SAID SHE NEVER SAW HIM ASSOCIATE WITH ERIC HARRIS OR DYLAN KLEBOLD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/09/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Tim Brunell
Affiliation: TFFCO 5.0
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: Abishaw, FBI

NARRATIVE: Mona Madden, CHS employee, Tel. (931)777-4755, was allegedly threatened by a CHS student and TM member, David Catonak. Caravan was also a friend of Harris Richardson.

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Sef? (Y/N): Y

Categories

INT TCM STA

- Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Not Tim lead assigner Date: 1/25/99

LEAD: Interview Mona Madden concerning her contacts +
Knowledge of David Caravan

JC-001-022867

DISPOSITION: Not handled. - Not handled. Contact with CHS staff and student failed. No leads or information obtained.

Lead Completed: 

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BRUNELL, JIM
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Event Narrative: MONA MADDEN, CHS EMPLOYEE, TEL (303) 798-4255, WAS THREATENED BY A TCM MEMBER, DAVID CARAVAN, A CHS STUDENT. CARAVAN ALSO POSSIBLY HAS A BROTHER WHO ATTENDS CHS. BOTH ALLEGEDLY HAVE ACCESS TO FIREARMS AT THEIR RESIDENCE, AND ONE, OR BOTH, POSSIBLY WERE SUSPENDED FROM SCHOOL.

Event Date: 
Event Time: STUDENT - CHS
References: TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3750

Lead:
LOCATE AND INTERVIEW DAVID CARAVAN CONCERNING HIS KNOWLEDGE OF TCM MEMBERS AND OF HARRIS AND KLEBOLD. ASCERTAIN HIS WHEREABOUTS AND ACTIVITIES ON 04-20-99. ASCERTAIN ALSO WHAT HE WAS WEARING. ID HIS BROTHER AND SET A LEAD TO INTERVIEW.

Assigned To: VONDEROHE, JIM  Date: 06/09/1999  Time: 10:14 AM

Disposition: DET VONDEROHE INTERVIEWED DAVID CARAVAN ON 5-26-99, WHO ADVISED THAT WHEN HE ATTENDED CHS HE NEVER TALKED TO DYLAN KLEBOLD & WOULD OCCASIONALLY SAY HI TO ERIC HARRIS. HE LAST TALKED TO ERIC HARRIS IN JANUARY OR FEBRUARY, '99. HE CLAIMED HE DOESN'T OWN A COMPUTER & HAS NEVER HAD COMPUTER CORRESPONDENCE W/HARRIS OR KLEBOLD. HE SAID ON APRIL 20, 1999, HE WAS WITH A FRIEND AT BURGER KING WHEN SHOOTING BEGAN AT CHS, THEN CAME HOME & WATCHED THE EVENT ON T.V. ALL AFTERNOON.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/09/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3750

SOURCE: Jim Brunell / Abolthaw

Affiliation: JEFFCO S.O. / FBI

Phone Number: Abolthaw

Prepared by: Abolthaw

NARRATIVE: Mona Madden, CHS employee, TeL 303-798-4255
was threatened by a TCM member, David Caravan, a CHS student.
Caravan also possibly has a brother who attends CHS. Both
allegedly have access to firearms at their residence, and one
or both possibly were suspended from school.

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

TAX SIAX TCM

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: Det. Jim Vonderheide

Date: 5-3-99

LEAD: Locate & interview David Caravan & his brother
concerning their knowledge of TCM members & of
Harris & Klebold. Ascertaining whereabouts & activities
on 4/20/99. Ascertaining also what they were wearing -
In his brother's set, a lead to interview.

JC-001-022869

DISPOSITION: Det. Vonderheide interviewed David Caravan on 5-20-99 who advised
that when he attended CHS, he never talked to Dylan Klebold & would
occasionally say "me" to Eric Harris. He last talked to Eric Harris in Jan.
Feb. 99. He claimed he doesn't own a computer - has never had
computer (experience in Harris or Klebold). He said on April 20, 99 he was with
250 at Burger King when shootings began at CHS - then came
back & watched the event on TV all afternoon.

Lead Completed:

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: REUTERER, JILL
Affiliation: COLORADO STATE PATROL
Phone Number: (303) 239-4545
Prepared by: RUETELE, JILL

Information Received Date: 05/06/1999  Time: 9:30 AM

I&I/COLORADO STATE PATROL
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DURING INTERVIEW OF LONI BROWN, HER BROTHER SAID HE WAS AT
SCHOOL ON 04-20-99. CONNECTED LEAD #2021

Event Date: 
Event Time: 

Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - GHS  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN3751

Lead: INTERVIEW QUENTIN BROWN, DOB/10-02-80, 6650 S. JAY DR., LITTLETON,
CO, SENIOR AT COLUMBINE.

Assigned To: REUTERER, JILL  Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 2:20 PM

Disposition: QUENTIN BROWN INTERVIEWED IN PERSON ON 05-06-99. HE WAS IN MATH
HALL. AROUND 11:20 AM ON 04-20-99. SOMEONE SAID THERE IS A
SHOOTING AND THE FIRE ALARM WENT OFF. HE LEFT THE BUILDING
THROUGH THE MATH HALL. HE DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS. HE KNEW ERIC
HARRIS FROM GOV/ECON CLASS LAST SEMESTER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Date: 05/24/1999

---

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3757

SOURCE: Jill Reuteler
Affiliation: InV CSP
Phone Number: 303-333-4565

Prepared by: Jill Reuteler CSP

Date: 5/08/99 Time: 9:30

NARRATIVE: During interview of Loni Brown, her brother said he was at school on 4-20-99. Loni was last seen 3/92.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Reuteler Jill

LEAD: Interview/Quentin Brown 10-05-90

JC-001-022871

DISPOSITION: Out for Review

Lead Completed: 6L052099

White - Original Yell - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
## INFORMATION CONTROL

**Control Number:** DN3752

**Case ID:** 174A-DN-57419

**Priority:** ROUTINE  **Classification:** UNCLASSIFIED

**Source:** CHLUMSKY, KIMBERLY

**Affiliation:** STUDENT

**Phone Number:** ( ) 979-4951  **Information Received Date:** 05/19/1999  **Time:** 1:20 PM

**Prepared by:** WOODWARD, MARK

**I&I/DENVER PD**  **(Component/Agency)**

### Event Narrative:

KIMBERLY CHLUMSKY STATED HER MOTHER, LAURA CHLUMSKY, WAS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND ENCOUNTERED BROOKS BROWN AT TIME OF SHOOTING.

### Event Date:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
<td>WITNESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event Reviewed by:** KE  **Lead Required?** YES

---

**Lead:** INTERVIEW LAURA CHLUMSKY.

---

**Assigned To:** ATANASIO, RUSS  **Date:** 05/19/1999  **Time:** 2:24 PM

**Disposition:** LAURA CHLUMSKY HEARD SHOTS AT THE HIGH SCHOOL WHILE RAKING IN HER BACK YARD. SHE DROVE AROUND ATTEMPTING TO GET TO THE SCHOOL TO FIND HER DAUGHTER. RETURNED TO HER NEIGHBORHOOD AND SAW AND TALKED TO BROOKS BROWN. SHE ASKED BROOKS IF HE KNEW WHAT WAS HAPPENING AND HE SAID "I THINK SO BUT I DON'T WANT TO SAY." BROWN DEPARTED IN A SPORT UTILITY DRIVEN BY AN UNKNOWN DRIVER.

**Lead Reviewed by:** KE  **Lead Completed?** ✔  **Date:** 05/26/1999

**Lead Control Number:** DN3752

---

**Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM**  **UNCLASSIFIED**
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3752

Method of Contact:
X In Person
___ Telephone
___ Observation
___ Written

Date: 5/19/99
Time: 13:20

SOURCE: KIMBERLY CHUMSKY
Affiliation: Student
Phone Number: 979-4751

Prepared by: MARK WOODWARD

Narrative:
Source stated her mother, LAURA CHUMSKY, was in the neighborhood in encountering Brooks Brown at time of shooting.

Narrative reviewed by: Esten

Categories
Stu
Wit
Int

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: ROSS ATANASIO - FBI
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y
LEAD: INTERVIEW LAURA CHUMSKY

JC-001-022873

DISPOSITION: Laura G... had been afraid at the high school while spending time in the yard. She felt being approached to hit by the fellow robbing her grandfather. She was眼睛 and saw and heard to be well up. The neighbor... if she knew who was... and he said "I think so but I don't want to say it..." continued

Lead Completed:
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419  
Priority: ROUTINE  
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Source: HOLLOWAY, LINDA  
Affiliation: CBI

Phone Number: (303) 207-6596  
Prepared by: HOLLOWAY, LINDA

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  
Time: 2:30 PM

I&I/CBI  
(Component/Agency)

**Event Narrative:**  
RYAN DANIEL SHUMER, DOB 5/24/80, ADDRESS 6537 W NOVA DR, LITTLETON 80128, 303-972-4080, CONTACTED BY PHONE DURING INTERVIEW OF GIRLFRIEND, STEFANIE ARGERSINGER. HE'S FRIEND OF HARRIS AND KLEBOLD. PARKED NEXT TO THEM IN SENIOR LOT. HAD VIDEO PRODUCTION CLASS W/KLEBOLD. TO MEET TOMORROW, 5/20/99, 1040 - 1100 AT RESIDENCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DYLAN KLEBOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERIC HARRIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: SL  
Lead Required? YES

---

**Lead Control Number: DN3753**

**Lead:**  
INTERVIEW RYAN DANIEL SHUMER.

**Assigned To:** HOLLOWAY, LINDA  
Date: 05/19/1999  
Time: 2:50 PM

**Disposition:**  
INTERVIEWED RYAN SHUMER 5-19-99 AT RESIDENCE. HE DROVE W/ GIRLFRIEND STEFANIE ARGERSINGER & PARKED IN LOT WHERE KLEBOLD/HARRIS USUALLY PARK. THEY WERE NOT THERE. LEFT FOR LUNCH BEFORE INCIDENT. IN VIDEO PRODUCTION CLASS W/KLEBOLD. HE KNEW THEY MADE BOMBS 1 1/2 YEARS AGO. IN CAFETERIA ABOUT 9:45 A.M. SAT AT TABLE FFF. INTERNET SCREEN NAME "RYST52469."

Lead Reviewed by: KE  
Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/03/1999

---

**Control Number: DN3753**
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3753

ARC: LUNA Holloway

Phone Number: (P) 303-207-6596

Prepared by: Holloway

Date: 5/19/99

NARRATIVE:
Ryan Daniel Shumer - Date 5-24-80

Address: 6537 W. Nova Drive Littleton, CO 80120 (303-972-4072)

Contacted by phone during interview; girlfriend, Stephanie Argiris says he's friend of theirs.

He parked next to them in senior parking lot. Had video production class at 10:00 am.

To meet 9/9/99 10:30 am at his house.

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories: (Y) (S) (U) (N)

□ Time Value

(Circle text to be entered) Date __________ Time __________

Assigned to:

Date: __________

LEAD: INTERVIEW RYAN DANIEL SHUMER

DISPOSITION: Interviewed Ryan Shumer 5/19/99 at residence.

He drove up, girlfriend Stephanie Argiris says he parked at lot where he usually parks. Got out then left for lunch before incident. In video production class at school.

He knew they were friends 9-16 years ago. In school.

About 9:45 am - Says Jorn FFE, Internet screen name "Ryan 53469".

Le. Completed: [Signature]

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022875
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: RUSSELL, M
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number:
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Method of Contact
- In Person
- Telephone/Radio
- Observation
- Written

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 1:00 PM
I&I/FBI (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ZACH HECKLER ADVISED OF ROBYN ANDERSON'S PURCHASE OF GUNS FOR HARRIS AND KLEBOLD. HECKLER ADVISED HE WORKED WITH THE SCHOOL SECURITY AND THAT ANDY MARTON WAS ASKED BY SOMEONE TO REARRANGE THE SECURITY CAMERAS IN THE CHS CAFETERIA TO LOOK AT THE "JOCKS TABLE" IN THE CAFETERIA.

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CAFETERIA STAFF - CHS STUDENT - CHS
WEAPONS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW ANDY MARTON CONCERNING HIS BEING APPROACHED BY SOMEONE TO MOVE THE SECURITY CAMERAS IN THE CAFETERIA AT CHS.

Assigned To: SHOTT, STEVE DPD
Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 3:36 PM
Disposition: DUP. LEAD TO DN#1533.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 07/27/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3754

SOURCE: M. Russell
Affiliation: Jeffco S.D.
Phone Number: Albright, FBI
Prepared by: Albright, FBI

Date: 5/19/99 Time: PM

NARRATIVE: Zach Heckler advised of Robyn Anderson's purchase of guns for Harris + Hebold. Heckler advised he worked by CHS School Security and that Andy Martin was asked by someone to rearrange the security cameras in the CHS cafeteria to look at the "Jack's Table," in the cafeteria.

Narrative reviewed by: EYE

Categories

Sent
Stg
CAF

Assignment: Steve Short - OPD

LEAD: Interview Andy Martin concerning his being approached by someone to move the security cameras in the cafeteria @ CHS.

DISPOSITION: Dept. 1538 by 11/10/99

Lead Completed: 52
White - Original 072699 Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BRUNELL, JIM
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Event Narrative: PUA WARNKE, A CHS TEACHER, TELE 303-425-8737, ADVISED THAT A JAMIE LYDIA SHOFNER, A CHS STUDENT, WAS POSSIBLY A TCM ASSOCIATE.

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 8:30 AM
I&I/FBI (Component/Agency)

Event Dates:  
Event Time:  
References: TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3755

Lead: INTERVIEW CHS STUDENT JAMIE LYDIA SHOFNER CONCERNING HER INVOLVEMENT W/TCM AND KNOWLEDGE OF TCM MEMBERS AND HARRIS AND KLEBOLD.

Assigned To: BROWN, LARRY  Date: 05/26/1999  Time: 4:05 PM

Disposition: LARRY BROWN OF CBI INTERVIEWED SHOFNER WHO CLAIMED SHE WAS NOT A TCM MEMBER NOR AN ASSOCIATE. SHE KNEW KLEBOLD SLIGHTLY & NEVER HAD A CONVERSATION WITH HARRIS. SHOFNER WAS IN THE CAFETERIA WHEN ATTACK BEGAN & ESCAPED VIA THE AUDITORIUM. WRITTEN REPORT ATTACHED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Date: 05/26/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3755

SOURCE: Jim Brunell
Affiliation: Tech S.O.
Phone Number: FB1

Prepared by: FBI

NARRATIVE: Duane Varney, a CHS teacher, tel (503) 275-1737, advised that Tamie Lydia Shoemaker, a CHS student, was possibly a TCM associate.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories:

Assign to:

LEAD: Interview CHS student Tamie Lydia Shoemaker concerning her involvement in the TCM + knowledge of TCM members.

DISPOSITION: Larry Brown of FBI interviewed Shoemaker and claimed she was not a TCM member nor an associate. She knew Kriola slightly and never had a conversation with Harris. Shoemaker was in the cafeteria when track began and escaped via the auditorium.

Lead Completed: 052699

JC-001-022879

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: FELSOCI, MIKE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 1:00 PM

I&I/FBI (Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: LELAND ANDRES II, A CHS MUSIC TEACHER, ADVISED THAT PAULINE COLBY, A TCM ASSOCIATE AND FRIEND OF HARRIS AND KLEBOLD, WAS SEEN BY ANDRES DURING FIRST PERIOD ON 4-20-99. ANDRES ASKED COLBY HOW SHE WAS DOING, TO WHICH SHE REPLIED, "STRANGE, VERY STRANGE".

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: STAFF - CHS STUDENT - CHS TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW LELAND ANDRES RE: HIS CONTACT W/PAULINE COLBY DURING THE AM OF 4-20-99. ALSO ASCERTAIN ANY KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING TCM MEMBERS AT CHS.

Assigned To: BROWN, LARRY Date: 06/01/1999 Time: 8:43 AM

Disposition: CBI AGENT L. BROWN INTERVIEWED ANDRES WHO STATED HE HAD NO OTHER CONVERSATION WITH COLBY AFTER SHE SAID SHE FELT STRANGE. ANDRES WORKED WITH KLEBOLD TWO YEARS AGO ON A SCHOOL MUSICAL AND HAD HIM IN ONE OF HIS CLASSES. ANDRES DID NOT KNOW HARRIS. ANDRES SAID HE KNEW KRISTEN THEIBAULT, NICOLE MARKHAM, ALEJANDRA MARSH, AND LYDIE PERRY WERE FEMALE ASSOCIATES OF TCM. WRITTEN REPORT ATTACHED.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/01/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3756

Method of Contact:

- In Person
- Observation
- Telephone
- Written

Date: 5/19/97

Time: 9A

Prepared by: HST/4W, FBI

SO. DE:

Affiliation: JFR, S.O.

Phone Number:

NARRATIVE:

Leland Andres II, a CHS Music Teacher, Adviser

That Pauline Colby, a TCM Associate & Friend of Andres

Told Me was Seen by Andres During First Period on 4/20/97,

Andres Asked Colby how she was doing, to which she replied

"Strange" I Very Strange."

Narrative reviewed by:

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time:

Assigned to: LARRY BROWN

LEAD:

Interview Leland Andres & His Contact

With Colby During the 4/19-4/20/97.

Also Asks for

Any Knowledge Concerning TCM Members & Class.

JC-001-022881

DISPOSITION:

W/ Agent L. Brown Interviewed Andres Who Stated He Had

No Other Conversation With Colby After she Said She Felt Strange. Andres

Worked With Kiebold Two Years Ago On a School Musical and Had

Hit in One of His Shows. Andres Did Not Know Harris. Andres

Said He Know Thebald, Markham, Marsh, and Milady Polay Were

Talked To Associate of TCM. Written Report Attached

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WOODSOME, TIM
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: HOLSTLAW, MARK
Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 1:00 PM

I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)


Event Date: Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW OTHER - NON COLUMBINE S

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW [REDACTED] RE: HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE CHS SHOOTING

Assigned To: WOODSOME, TIM  Date: 05/25/1999  Time: 2:32 PM

Disposition: [REDACTED] IS A SUSPECT IN A 1 DEGREE CRIMINAL TRESPASS AND THEFT BY RECEIVING. THERE IS NO INDICATION THAT HE HAD ANY PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OR CONTACT WITH ANY TCM MEMBERS. LEAD CLOSED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? O Date: 06/03/1999

JC-001-022882

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3757

Method of Contact:

- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 5/9/97

Prepared by: J. K. Haw, FBI

STJ: M. J. Woodsome
Affiliation: Jeffco S.D.
Phone Number:

NARRATIVE:
Cynthia Ward, 5/6/75, Berth Dr., Conifer, Tel. 303/727-3759, the mother of ex-CHS student, Ms. Woodsome, who informed his mother he knew something about the CHS shooting. Ward advised that her son has been in a burglary in Conifer.

Narrative reviewed by: L. C. Catty

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

- TST
- OTH

Assigned to: M. J. Woodsome

LEAD:

DISPOSITION:

Lead Completed: 5/6/99

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: HERRERA, ROBBIE
Affiliation: VICTIM ADVOCATE-COVA
Phone Number: (303) 861-1160
Prepared by: CLYMAN, GARY

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999 Time: 3:00 PM

I/COLORADO ATTORNEY GENERA (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: MISTY SINGLETARY (MOTHER OF STUDENT)-JOHN COLE. JOHN WANTS REINTERVIEW. IS RECALLING ADDITIONAL INFO. WAS OUTSIDE CAFETERIA WHEN SHOOTING BEGAN. SAW MARK TAYLOR SHOT, SAW (3) INDIVIDUALS THROW BOMBS OUTSIDE. SAID STUDENT BROOKS BROWN NOT IN CLASS THAT DAY.

Event Date: Event Time References DN3703
Categories: INTERVIEW OUTSIDE PARENT - CHS
STUDENT - CHS SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3758

Lead: REINTERVIEW JOHN COLE REGARDING EVENTS OUTSIDE. MOTHER: MISTY SINGLETARY (W) 8-4:30 (303) 365-4308. (H) (303) 979-8288

Assigned To: HOLLOWAY, LINDA Date: 05/24/1999 Time: 9:39 AM

Disposition: SAW HARRIS & KLEBOLD IN THE PAST. SAW SHOOTERS COULDN'T ID. SEE #3703 DUPLICATE

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/05/1999

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: 5749

Method of Contact:

In Person

Observation

Written

Date: 5/19/99 Time: 15:00

Prepared by: Gary Claman - CLE Adj. CORNL

Misty Singleton

Narrative:

John Cole. John needs re-interview. - LA

Went to Dr. call. Saw (S) individuals heard loud noise

asked. Told contact Times Union at 11:30 class.

Lead reviewed by: [Signature]

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

[Blank]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date

Time

Assigned to: "Harmony Halloway - OBI"

Date: 5/21/99

Lead: John called coordinator event outside.

[Blind text removed]

Disposition: Saw Harris & Klebold in the
past. Saw shooters couldn't I.D.

Signature: [Signature]

Lead Completed: [Signature] 06/04/99

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LIND, G. DET.
Affiliation: DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: LAUCK, JOHN
Event Narrative: FUSELIER, BRIAN A., 9203 W. PRENTICE, LITTLETON, CO 80128. WAS IN CAFETERIA, HEARD LOUD NOISES OUTSIDE. SAW A SHOOTER IN THE CAFETERIA.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: DN15
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW BRIAN FUSELIER-CHS STUDENT.

Assigned To: PRICE, RICHARD Date: 05/20/1999 Time: 8:39 AM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD #15-COMPLETED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 07/26/1999

Control Number: DN3759
Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation ☐ Written

I&I/JEFCO DA
(Component/Agency)
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3759

SOURCE: Doe, Ed
Affiliation: Doe, Ed, Inc.
Phone Number:

Prepared by: John Jones
Date: 4-26-77

NARRATIVE:
Fusekite, Said A.
7203 N. Formica
Little Rock, AR 72207

Want Carrereia in 50's. Get names outside.
Said he'll look in the Carrereia

Lead Set? (Y/N):

Categories

Str
FNT

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: SA Rich Hair

LEAD:

DISPOSITION:

JC-001-022887

F 072699
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: THOMPSON, ADAM
Affiliation: STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 979-8379
Prepared by: MCCOMAS, GREG

Information Received Date: 05/17/1999 Time: 4:00 PM
I&I/COLORADO STATE PATROL (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DURING AN INTERVIEW WITH ADAM THOMPSON, HE STATED HIS FRIEND STEVEN PARTRIDGE-WAS ASSOCIATED WITH DYLAN KLEBOLD. ACCORDING TO THOMPSON, PARTRIDGE AND KLEBOLD RODE TOGETHER IN THE SAME LIMO TO THE SCHOOL PROM. AFTER THE SHOOTING, PARTRIDGE TOLD THOMPSON HE MAY HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PREVENT IT. (THOMPSON DOES NOT THINK PARTRIDGE HAD ANY PRIOR KNOWLEDGE.)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: DYLAN KLEBOLD INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT AND INTERVIEW STUDENT STEVEN PARTRIDGE (DOB, 07-14-82), 7183 W. WALDEN DR., (303) 973-5068.

Lead Control Number: DN3760

Assigned To: ESTEP, DON Date: 05/24/1999 Time: 1:32 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED ON 6-18-99. STEVEN PARTRIDGE WAS FRIEND OF KLEBOLD, RODE IN THE LIMO TO PROM WITH KLEBOLD. NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF SHOOTINGS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/20/1999

JC-001-022888

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3760

SOURCE: [[箇所の詳細を記載]]
Affiliation: 814741

Phone Number: 555-1234

Prepared by: 666666

Date: 05/17/99
Time: 10:00

NARRATIVE:
Dr. Joseph Amster, M.D., Forensic Pathologist, filed a report on the 1999 death of Dylan Klebold. The report, which is attached, details the findings of the autopsy and the medical examination conducted at the time of the death. The report includes information on the cause of death and the circumstances surrounding the event.

Narrative reviewed by: [署名]

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  STU  DK

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date: 05/17/99

Assigned to: [署名]

LEAD: [署名]

DISPOSITION: 8/18/99

Additional Information:
FRIEND OF KLEBOLD ROLE IN THE SAME LOVES TO PROM
WITH KLEBOLD NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF SHOOTINGS

DISPOSITION: 8/18/99

JC-001-022889

CE 082099
INTERVIEW DUNELLE VICKER ON DEC 29, 1945. HE HAD LOST HIS MIND, HE
FELT THAT HE WAS CLOSE ENOUGH TO YOUR HOME TO PEAK IN ON IT.
DUNELLE STATED HE HAD SEEN YOUR POLICE CARS OUT OF THE WINDOW.
I TOOK KNOWLEDGE OF INCIDENT.

25-080699

JC-001-022890
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN3761

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY    Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: MUMMA, GEORGE
Affiliation: JEFFCO DA

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999    Time: 1:00 PM

Method of Contact
○ In Person    ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation    ☑ Written

Prepared by: HOLSTLAW, MARK

Event Narrative:
DEVON CATHERINE ADAMS, DOB/07-25-82, 7673 W. QUARTO AVE., LITTLETON, CO TEL (303) 979-2840, A TCM ASSOCIATE AND FRIENDS OF HARRIS AND KLEBOLD WAS INTERVIEWED BY THE JEFFCO DA OFFICE. THEY RECOMMENDED REINTERVIEW OF ADAMS BASED UPON HER DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF HARRIS' BOMB MAKING.

Event Date: Event Time    References
Categories: BOMBS    DYLAN KLEBOLD    ERIC HARRIS
INTERVIEW    TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: SL    Lead Required?    YES

Lead:
INTERVIEW ADAMS CONCERNING HER KNOWLEDGE OF HARRIS'S BOMB MAKING AND OTHER TCM ASSOCIATES.

Assigned To: JEFFRIES, MIKE
Date: 05/24/1999    Time: 1:31 PM

Disposition:
DEVON WAS RE-INTERVIEWED ON 05-26-99 AND HAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION OTHER THAN HER OWN FEELINGS ON WHO MIGHT BE INVOLVED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed?    ☑ Date: 05/27/1999

JC-001-022891

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  [Name redacted]
Affiliation:  [Affiliation redacted]
Phone Number:  [Phone number redacted]

Prepared by:  [Name redacted], FBI
Date:  5/19/19
Time:  9A

NARRATIVE:
 DeVon Catherine Adams, 5017 21st Ave, Littleton, CO (303) 877-2840, a TCM associate of CRS + Adams, has interviewed by the 10th NM office. They recommended re-interview of Adams based upon her reported knowledge of CRS + Adams' current health.

Narrative reviewed by:  [Name redacted]
Lead Set? (Y/N):  V

Categories

INT  TCM  DK  EH

□ Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to:  [Name redacted]
Date:  5/3/19

LEAD:  Interview w/ Adams concerning her knowledge of CRS + Adams' health

DISPOSITION:  DeVon was reinterviewed on 5/19/19 and has no further information other than her own feelings on who might be involved.

JC-001-022892

052799
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: COE, ANDREA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 972-6754
Prepared by: BROOKS, DAVID

Event Narrative: ANDREA COE WAS INTERVIEWED ON 05-18-99. ANDREA WAS IN SCIENCE WING WITH STUDENT ANNETTE SHINN WHEN SHOOTINGS OCCURRED.

Event Date: Event Time
Categories: INTERVIEW SCIENCE

References: STUDENT - CHS

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW CHS STUDENT ANNETTE SHINN (11TH):

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE
Date: 06/14/1999 Time: 9:45 AM

Disposition: MR. SANDERS TOLD ANNETTE SHINN TO GO DOWN STAIRS & NOT GO DOWN HALLWAY IN FRONT OF LIBRARY. (WHERE HE WAS) HE WAS NOT INJURED AT THIS TIME. ON THE STEPS, SHOTS HEARD & KIDS FROM CAFETERIA RAN UPSTAIRS. SHINN WAS FLAGGED INTO SCIENCE ROOM BY MR. CRAFT, SHINN & 4 STUDENTS HID IN CHEMICAL STORAGE ROOM UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT. NEVER SAW SUSPECTS OR WEAPONS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 07/22/1999

Lead Control Number: DN3762

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 3762

SOURCE: ANDREA CCE
Affiliation: CHE STUDENT
Phone Number: H 772-4754

Prepared by: INV: DAVE BECKS / JCSO
Date: 05/1999 Time: 1500

NARRATIVE: SOURCE WAS INTERVIEWED ON 5-18-99. SOURCE WAS IN SCIENCE WING WITH STUDENT ANNETTE SHANN WHEN SHOOTING OCCURRED.

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO
Lead Set (Y/N): YES

Categories
INT
STL
SCI

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: CASON
Date: 6-14-99

LEAD: LOCATE & INTERVIEW CHE STUDENT ANNETTE SHANN (11TH)
972-1148

6/11-99 1630 CERT 1H6 41 PNAS 6
6/22-99 12:15 " "

DISPOSITION: SANDERS TOLD HER TO GO DOWN STAIRS NOT GO DOWN HALLWAY IN FRONT OF LIBRARY (WHERE HE WAS) HE WAS NOT INJURED AT THIS TIME. ON THE STAIRS SHOTS HORED BY KIDS FROM CHEMICAL ROOM UPSTAIRS. SHANN WAS RAGGED INTO SCIENCE ROOM BY MR. CARR. SHANN & 4 STUDENTS 140 IN CHEMICAL STORAGE ROOM. POLICE BY SWAT. NEUTRICAL SUSPECTS OR WEAPONS.

Lead Completed: JCL 072299

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022894 Pink - Lead
Andrea Coe was interviewed on 05-18-99. Andrea Coe was with Student Christopher Behner (12th) at about 11:15 on 04-20-99, and said he then went to a science class.

Locate and interview CHS student Christopher Behner DOB 12/30/80, as to what he saw on 04-20-99.

Spoke w/ Christopher Behner on 6/24/99. Said he was in the physics room at about 11:25 & saw people running by the door. Someone in the class went outside to find out what was going on. Came back & said someone had a gun. Behner hid for a short time between the physics & science rooms then ran out thru the tech, lab to the gym/weight room area & out the building to the tennis courts. They were directed to the smokers pit then to Clement. Did not see or hear anything during incident. Did know Klebold from Elem. School & had bowling, Philosophy & creative writing w/ Harris.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ANDELL CEE
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: 419-972-6754

Prepared by: INV. DAVE BROOKE / 7560

NARRATIVE: SOURCE WAS INTERVIEWED ON 05/1999. SOURCE WAS WITH STUDENT CHRISTOPHER BEHNER (12 YR) AT ABOUT 11:15 ON 04/20, AND SAW HE THEN WENT TO A SCIENCE CLASS.

Categories

INT    SCI    STU

Time Value: (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: CEE

LEAD: LOCATE & INTERVIEW CHS STUDENT CHRISTOPHER BEHNER AS TO WHAT HE SAW ON 04/20/99

Moved to 5472 W. PRAIRIE

Wk: FLYGELS 970 224-9399

DISPOSITION: SAW BEHNER ON 06-24-99. SAW HIM IN THE PHYSICS ROOM AT ABOUT 11:55. SAW PEOPLE RUNNING OUT THE DOOR. THE CLASS WENT OUTSIDE TO FIND OUT WHAT WAS GOING ON. CALLED SOMEONE AND SOMEONE HAD FOUND BEHNER. HE COULD NOT FIND TIME BETWEEN THE PHYSICS & SCIENCE ROOMS. THEY THEN CAME OUT FROM THE TECH. LAB TO THE CAMP/HEAT ROOM. IT'S OUT THE BUILDING TO THE TENNIS COURTS. THEY WERE CRACKED TO THE SNAKES OR THINGS ON THE COMPOST. DID NOT SEE OR HEAR ANYTHING DURING INCIDENT. DID NOT KNOW KLEINBERG FROM ELMER SCHOOL. I HAD BOYFRIEND, PHILIPPE & CREATIVE WRITING H/W.]

Lead Completed:

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-022896

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN3764

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: COE, ANDREA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 972-6754
Prepared by: BROOKS, DAVID

Information Received Date: 05/19/1999  Time: 3:00 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: ANDREA COE WAS INTERVIEWED ON 05-18-99. ANDREA COE SAID SHE HID INSIDE A CHEMISTRY STORAGE ROOM WITH STUDENT JESSICA ARZOLA (9TH) DURING SHOOTINGS ON 04-20-99.

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3764

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW STUDENT JESSICA ARZOLA.

Assigned To: PETERSON, ART  Date: 06/18/1999  Time: 3:23 PM

Disposition: JESSICA ARZOLA WAS IN CAFETERIA, THEN RAN UPSTAIRS WHEN INCIDENT BEGAN. RAN INTO A SCIENCE ROOM & HID IN A STORAGE ROOM DURING SHOOTING. RESCUED BY SWAT. DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed?  Date: 07/08/1999

JC-001-022897

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: ANON. P.E.
Affiliation: "ITS STUDENT"
Phone Number: 417-775-754
Prepared by: INV. DET. SAWYER / JCSO

Date: 5/1/79 Time: 1500

CONTROL NUMBER: 3764
Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE: Source was interviewed on 5/1/79. Source said she hid inside a chemistry storage room with student JESSICA KEEL (9TH) during shootings on 4/20.

Narrative reviewed by: L. C. Hand
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories:
- TNT
- SNU

Time Value: (Circle text to be entered) Date: 5/1/79 Time: 1500

Assigned to: [Signature]
LEAD: LOCATED INTERVIEW STUDENT JESSICA KEEL. 2:49 PM
6362 W. McKemmie Pl.
LUTTLETON CO 80128 303-932-757

DISPOSITION: Was in chemistry room when incident began. Ran into a strange room during shootings. Posed by Shooter.

Lead Completed: [Signature] JCS-001-022898

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: COE, ANDREA
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 972-6754
Prepared by: BROOKS, DAVID

Event Narrative: ANDREA COE WAS INTERVIEWED ON 05-18-99. SOURCE HID INSIDE CHEMISTRY STORAGE ROOM, AND LATER INSIDE CLASSROOM SCI-10, WITH SCIENCE TEACHER KEN FRIESEN.

Event Date: Category: INTERVIEW
Event Time: SCIENCE
References: STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN3765

Lead: LOCATE AND INTERVIEW SCIENCE TEACHER KENT FRIESEN. NOTE-KENT FRIESEN'S SON POSSIBLY LINKED WITH TCM, ACCORDING TO RAPID START.

Assigned To: GALLAGHER, MIKE
Disposition: DUPLICATE INTERVIEW, GALLAGHER/D.A. INTERVIEWED 5-2-99 #2481. FRIESEN ID'D KLEBOLD AS ONE OF THE GUNMEN.

Lead Reviewed by: KDE Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 05/24/1999

Control Number: DN3765
Method of Contact
☑ In Person ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation ☐ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Printed on 4/5/2002 at 10:35 AM UNCLASSIFIED